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ABSTRACT

A straightforward analytical model describing oxygen distribu
tion in skeletal muscle is developed from the general species balance
equations.

Each transport mechanism is examined and only the significant

terms retained.

System description follows the familiar Krogh geometry.

The model is first used to predict tissue tension levels in the
hamster cheek pouch.

A capillary origin to tissue lethal corner ten

sion drop of 1 8 + 2 to 10 + 2 mm Hg is predicted in accordance with ex.perimental results.
The work is then expanded to explain oxygen distribution pro
files in cat gracilis muscle.
empirical findings.

These theoretical results agree well with

More importantly, the effects of independently

varying physical dimensions, physical properties, blood velocity, and
oxygen consumption rate are determined.
Finally, a consummate form is developed based on the mean of
each parameter.

Distribution profiles in three different flow ranges

are produced; these closely match laboratory results.
Care is continually exercised to maintain mathematical simplici
ty and still accurately represent the morphology and physiology of
skeletal muscle.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Autoregulation of blood flow is a process occurring throughout
the circulatory system (64),

A microcirculatory bed autoregulates if it

tends to intrinsically maintain constant blood flow regardless of fluctu
ations in arterial pressure.

Obviously, this is important physiological

ly since continuous blood supply is essential to normal life functioning.
Autoregulation was first reported by Bayliss (8) in 1902; therein began
a search for the mechanism.

Oxygen tension maintains an important role

in the determination of the mechanism for autoregulation which is
probably quite complex (64).
Oxygen enters the body through the lungs where it chemically
binds to the blood for distribution throughout the body (83).

A vast

network of vessels carries the oxygen rich blood to all parts of the
body with exchange occurring through tiny vessels, primarily capillaries,
on the order of a few microns in diameter (116).

In those vessels the

oxygen dissociates from the blood and diffuses out into the surrounding
tissue.

This supplies each cell with the oxygen necessary for respira

tion and normal life function.

The amount of oxygen delivered depends

directly on blood flow in addition to other parameters, such as capillary
dimensions and arterial blood tension.
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Blood flow itself, may be partially regulated by oxygen tension
in the tissue (64).

This regulatory process manifests itself by the

intermittent flow of individual capillaries.

It is -not uncommon to see

flow in one capillary and no flow in an adjacent one (18).

Typically,

capillaries run parallel to each other with a density of approximately
2
750/mm (111) resulting in a very small dimensional scale. Unfortunately
this makes direct experimental observations difficult and prompts
alternative approaches.
This paper has three major goals which are briefly mentioned
here and thoroughly explored in subsequent chapters*

The primary goal

is to provide some insight and understanding of the role of oxygen in
autoregulation of blood flow.

In support of this, a description and

investigation of oxygen profiles in the tissue and in the micro
circulation will be presented.

The final goal is to better understand

the transport mechanisms involved in the delivery of oxygen to indi
vidual cells.

*

As previously mentioned, direct experimental observation proves
difficult; still a tremendous amount of work has been accomplished
(27, 119, 18).

However, an opportunity for mathematically modeling the

oxygen delivery system still exists.

Several reasons support this

motion.
First, an accurate model, justified by its confirmation of
measurable parameters, can allow determination of many unmeasurable
values.

It also allows examination of parameter variation without the

difficulties arising from an experimental situation.

Finally, a model
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provides a general understanding and culmination of all pertinent
observations.
This is a joint study between the Chemical Engineering and
Physiology Departments of The University of Arizona.
plines overlap in their ideology.
vital phenomena of animals.

These two disci

Physiologists are concerned with the

This includes understanding convection of

fluids in various flow configurations including flexible and rigid tubes,
packed beds, and porous membranes.

In addition, diffusive and convectiva

transport also have important roles.

Physiologists are also concerned

with chemical reaction theory and heat transfer.

These phenomena pre

cisely describe a major portion of the field of study incorporated in
Chemical Engineering.

The ideas and methods of both disciplines have

blended well in this investigation of oxygen distribution.
This study begins with the development of a model closely re
sembling the actual morphology of skeletal muscle tissue.

From the

general species balance equations, a simple mathematical representation
is developed based on the work of past investigators and experimental
findings.

The model is then applied to skeletal muscle in the hamster

and cat.
In the hamster application, the model is accredited through pre
diction of experimental findings.

This accreditation is supplemented by

a similar procedure involving the cat.

Finally, the best physiological

information available is incorporated into a final consummate form where
prediction again matches actual findings.

This consummate model allows

evaluation of the oxygen tension profile in skeletal muscle.

'
Two other results are forthcoming.

First, the effects of varia

tions of all important physiological parameters, including blood flow,
physical dimensions, and oxygen consumption rate, are determined both
individually and interdependently.
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Secondly, the significant transport

mechanisms for oxygen in the microcirculation and tissue are described
and examined thereby yielding their relative importance.

CHAPTER 2

PHYSIOLOGY: GENERAL DISCUSSION

The Cardiovascular System
The cardiovascular system is the major mass transport system in
the mammalian bodyr-major not only in capacity and morphology, but in
its sustenance of life.

In addition to supplying oxygen and nutrients

to all parts of the body, the cardiovascular system also removes meta
bolic wastes and shares in regulation of temperature and humoral communi
cation throughout the body (9).

The concern here lies with the transport

of oxygen.
Oxygen enters the body through the lungs where it diffuses into
the blood stream.

Two circulatory systems, the pulmonary and the

systemic, operate in series in the body.

The pulmonary system originates

in the right side of the heart, goes to the lungs where the blood is
oxygenated and carbon dioxide released, then returns to the left side of
the heart.

The systemic system begins in the left side of the heart,

distributes to all parts of the body, and returns to the. right side of
the heart.

Both systems begin with distributing vessels called arteries

and terminate with collecting vessels called veins.

The smallest

vessels called capillaries, on the order of microns in diameter, connect
the arterial and venous trees.

In the systemic system beginning with

the aorta at the heart, the arteries branch off in a dichotic fashion

into increasingly smaller vessels.

In general, the total cross-section

increases with each bifurcation (84).
branch network of a tree.

The morphology is similar to the

The smallest arteries, just prior to the

capillaries, are called arterioles.

Similarly, the veins immediately

following the capillaries are called venules.

The venous network matche

the arterial except that the corresponding venous vessel is generally
larger (9) and more vessels comprise each section (84),
The walls of virtually all blood vessels, except capillaries,
consist of four major types of tissue (32).

A layer of endothelial cell

forms the boundary of the lumen, the passageway for blood.

This inner

lining does not provide any structure and is permeable to small molecule
such as oxygen and water (69).

Sapirstein (104) suggested that perme

ability even extends to macromolecules.
theory, however.
the lining.

Little support exists for this

A circumferential layer of elastic fibers surrounds

This elastin provides limited stability and structure.

Collagen fibers overlap the elastin layer.
stability,
layer.

They provide strength and

A sheath of vascular smooth muscle forms the outermost

The muscle also provides strength and can actively constrict

the vessel.

Figure 1 diagrams the structure.

A portrayal of four

distinct layers in the vessel wall is not entirely correct; elastin,
collagen, and smooth muscle actually form an intertwined sheath around
the endothelial lining (32),
The walls of arteries are predominantly elastin.

Its elastic

property causes a dampening out of the pulsatile flow resulting from the
rhythmic beating of the heart.

Pulsatile effects are reported, however.

Artery

Arteriole

O

Capillary

o

«

Venule

°

Vein

o

Diameter

4 mm

30 p,

8 p,

20 p,

5 mm

Wall thickness

1 mm

20 p,

1 ^

2 p,

0.5 mm

Endothelium

□

□

□

P

P

Elastin
Collagen
Smooth muscle
Figure 1.

]

]

Relative Vessel Sizes. -- The internal diameter, wall thickness and relative
amounts of vessel wall components are illustrated. Vessels are not drawn to the
same scale because of the large range from vein to capillary. Redrawn from
Burton (17).

to extend into the microcirculation (94, 58).

The effects appear in

arterioles and venules, but whether transmission occurs via a hydraulicelastic mechanism or by mechanical transmission is open to discussion
(5).

As the arteries branch and become smaller* they give rise to

arterioles defined by the relative abundance of smooth muscle in the
wall.
The arterioles maintain flow levels at a fairly constant level
within any specific tissue region by actively changing their diameters
(62).

Approximately 40 percent of the vascular resistance is attributed

to the arteriolar network as shown in Table 1.

Obviously then, rela

tively small changes in diameter can greatly effect flow distribution.
The physiological purpose of regulation is to intrinsically maintain
proper flow rates over a variety of conditions.

However, this phenomena

termed autoregulation is beyond the scope of this study.

Johnson (64)

provides an excellent summary.
Arterioles finally branch into capillaries.

Fung, Zweifach and

Intaglietta (39) describe capillaries as tunnels in a gel, in that their
wall consists of an endothelial lining.

Actually, there are three lay

ers— endothelium, basement membrane, and adventitia (66).
thickness is on the order of a micron.
upon the surrounding tissue.

The total

Their shape and rigidity depend

Algire (1) reports that capillaries and

veins collapse when.perfussion pressure falls.

Eriksson and Myrhage

(33) report, however, that capillaries did not collapse when femoral
artery pressure was as low as 10 or 15 mm Hg.

They used the cat in

their study where femoral artery pressure usually ranges above 35 mm Hg.
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Table 1.

Circulatory Measurements.

Vessel

Diameter
(mm)

Total
Area

L( S h

(mm^)
10

400

1

Large arteries

3

200

Main branch arteries

1

100

Lesser branch arteries

0.6

Arterioles

Percent
of
Pressure
Loss

80

4

40

300

. 5

600

500

10

10

1800

500

6

0.02

2

4x10^

12,500

41

Capillaries

0.008

1

1.2xl09

60,000

27

Venules

0.03

2

8xl07

57,000

4

Lesser branch veins

1.5

10

1800

3,000

0.4

Main branch veins

2.4

100

600

2,700

0.7

Large veins

6.0

200

40

1,100

0.5

12.5

400

1

Aorta

Vena Cava

120
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The rigidity of the capillary is fairly well-accepted but Fung et al,
(39) seem to describe the situation most accurately.

They conducted a

study on rabbit mesentery where they measured the modulus of rigidity
and shear.

They concluded that the capillary should not be considered

a rigid tube and that the maintenance of ?fa fixed diameter in the face
of wide excursions in perfusion pressure indicates that changes in
diameter , , , are too small to be measured accurately by direct observa
tional techniques, 11 In general, then, assigning the capillary a fixed
diameter is not a limiting assumption.

This will become important in

the development of a capillary model.
The unique structure of capillaries, walls consisting of only
endothelial cells, makes them prime candidates for exchange of chemicals
including oxygen between the tissue and blood stream.

Most physiolo

gists accept this; however, Sejrsen and Tonneson (107) produced some
experimental evidence that an appreciable portion of oxygen uptake could
occur from the arterioles.

They injected a bolus of Xenon in saline,

chromium labelled erythrocytes, and T^g^-albumin into the femoral
artery of the cat and subsequently extracted blood samples from the
femoral vein for analysis.

Xenon appeared in the venous blood samples

before the labelled erythrocytes.

Sejrsen and Tonneson attributed this

to shunting by diffusion from arteriole to venule, Axial diffusion in
the vessels would also produce this result and they only conducted four
experiments.

This makes the conclusion suspect,

Milnor (84) acclaims

capillaries as the major exchange'site and most work on oxygen uptake
supports this stand.

In addition, Sejrsen and Tonneson estimate that

11
only 11 percent of the Xenon was shunted.

This is not a large amount.

Oxygen is also chemically bound within the erythrocytes, not free like
the Xenon.

Other factors such as shorter intralumenal diffusion

distances and less vascular wall resistance also support capillaries as
the favored exchange site.
Capillaries empty into venules where the blood begins the journey
back to the heart.

Initially, venules have very little smooth muscle.

In the cat tenuissimus muscle, Ericson, Eriksson and Johansson (32)
found that those vessels smaller than 15 microns were devoid of smooth
muscle (capillaries had an average radius of 5.3 microns).

As the

venules join to form larger vessels, the percentage of smooth muscle in
the wall increases and the muscle sheath becomes continuous.

These

larger vessels termed veins continue to combine until the largest, the
vena cava, empties into the heart.

The walls of veins are similar to

arteries but have less smooth muscle.

Veins also have one-way valves

in line to prevent retrograde flow of blood.
Table 1 contains some representative measurements of the cir
culatory system of a dog.

This same pattern occurs in all mammals.

Comparing the capillaries to the aorta, the capillaries have one
one-thousandth the diameter, yet one thousand times the surface area.
This large surface area allows the necessary chemical exchange.
In summary, the arterial side of the circuit distributes the
blood to all areas of the body and tends to dampen pulsatile flow.

At

the capillaries, the surrounding tissue receives oxygen and gives up
metabolic wastes.

Finally, the venous tree recollects the blood and

feeds it into the heart.
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Hematology and Hemodynamics
Blood is the life-sustaining fluid that enables the cardio
vascular system to accomplish its varied tasks.

This fluid is a mixture

of several specialized cellular structures suspended in an extracellular
liquid medium.

Hundreds of control mechanisms are involved in maintain

ing the composition of blood.

An efficient system of intrinsic buffers

together with selective excretory functions of various organs maintain
pH,

Other organs continually remove old erythrocytes, red blood cells,

while the bone marrow replenishes the blood with new ones.

Concentration

levels of salts, sugar, and proteins are carefully guarded also.
Another diversified system maintains volume,

This homeostatis is

essential for normal function and life (23),
The complex liquid medium of blood is called plasma,

A hetero

geneous group of proteins comprise the solute of plasma which contains
approximately 90 percent water.

Albumin, the principal protein, is a

small molecule and therefore has an important osmotic function in pre
venting edema, fluid loss from the blood to the tissue.

The other

proteins, antibodies, hormones, and coagulating agents also have their
special functions.

Various lipids, carbohydrates, and electrolytes

comprise the remaining solute fraction.
Blood contains three major types of cells--throbocytes, leuko
cytes, and erythrocytes, each with specific functions (23),
cytes, or blood platelets, do not have nuclei but do respire.

Thrombo
Although

the smallest of the three (Figure 2 shows the relative sizes), they have
an important role in initializing blood coagulation (116).

Thrombocyte

Erythrocyte

Leukocytes

O

Figure 2.

Blood Cell Sizes. -- Comparison of the relative sizes of
blood cells. The specific size of leukocytes varies since
several types exist. Values based on Conley (23).
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Leukocytes, white blood cells, reside primarily in extravascular
areas and the small amount found in the blood can be considered in
transient.
three.

Leukocytes are nucleated, motile, and the largest of the

Several types exist in this heterogeneous group (116); the

principal functions relate "to defense of the body against invasion by
infectious agents, to the repair of damaged tissue, and to immune
reactions" (84).
Erythrocytes, red blood cells, account for almost 40 percent of
the blood volume.

These non-nucleated, short-lived (120 days) cells

make life possible by greatly increasing the oxygen-carrying capacity
of the blood.

Instead of a capacity of approximately 0.5 ml of dissolved

oxygen per 100 ml of plasma, whole blood can carry up to 20 ml of oxygen,
a 40-fold increase (83).

Hemoglobin, a complex molecule contained in

the intracellular fluid of erythrocytes, accomplishes this by chemically
binding oxygen to itself.

Hemoglobin will be subsequently discussed.

Unstressed erythrocytes take on the shape of a symmetrical bi
concave disc as shown in Figure 3 (23).

Their structure being non-rigid

allows large deformations without stretching the membrane (48).

In fact,

they will easily flow through capillaries with a diameter smaller than
their own. by taking on a parachute-like shape (108).

This shape also

provides a large surface-to-volume ratio which facilitates rapid exchange
of oxygen and carbon dioxide (121, 91).
Hemoglobin, the most important constituent of the erythrocyte,
is a conjugated protein with a molecular weight over 60,000 (51, 15).
It accounts for about one-third of the weight of the cell.

The molecule

4

7.75

T
1
1.9

Figure 3.

Erythrocyte Schematic. -- Surprisingly, the
dimensions of the human red blood cell are
fairly constant. In an unstressed state, they
assume the shape of a disc with a thin middle
as illustrated in this medial cross-section
(13),

Ui
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has two parts: a heme portion to which four iron molecules are linked
and a protein called globin (23).

Each mole of hemoglobin will bind

with four moles of oxygen to become oxyhemoglobin (83).

When blood

flows through the pulmonary microcirculation where the oxygen concen
tration is high due to inspiration hemoglobin becomes essentially
saturated (90, 102); the half-time of reaction is less than 0,01 seconds
(103).

Upon entering the capillaries with their high carbon monoxide

concentration which facilitates dissociation (116, 86), oxyhemoglobin
dissociates according to complicated kinetics (83) which are also
species specific (101).

The details will be discussed in each animal

physiology section.
Blood is a non-newtonian fluid.
dramatically throughout its circuit.

Its flow characteristics change

As a result, the Reynolds number

decreases several orders of magnitude from the aorta to the capillaries.
-2
-5
Depending upon the species, the range may be from 10
to 10
_^
Decreases on the order of 10
are natural for vessel diameter and
velocity which account for most of the variation in the Reynold's number.
Density is effected, too, especially when vessel diameter approaches the
size of suspended cells.

Viscosity also varies, as only an apparent

viscosity can be defined for a fluid like blood due to changes in vessel
diameters and flow rates throughout the circulation.

Chien, Usami,

Taylor, Lundberg and Gregersen (21) demonstrated a decrease in viscosity
with increasing shear rate as shown in Figure 4. Viscosity also
diminishes with reduction in vessel diameter (23).

Viscosity--Centipoise

1000

100

10

1
0.001

100

0.01
Shear Rate--Sec

Figure 4.

Viscosity vs. Shear Rate. -- Apparent blood viscosity decreases as shear rate
increases. The shear rate refers to the velocity of one layer of fluid relative
to another, and is directionally related to the rate of flow. Redrawn from
Chien et al. (21).
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This diminution with vessel diameter is fortunate.

Consider the

arterioles where flow resistance exceeds that of any other segment of
the circulation.

Fahraeus and Lindqvist (34) demonstrated that in glass

capillary tubes apparent blood viscosity diminishes progressively below
diameters of 0.3 mm.

Another study by Levy and Share (75) demonstrated

that this so-called Fahraeus-Lindquist effect also applies to the micro
circulation,

They determined the viscosity dependence on hematocrit,

the volume percent of erythrocytes in whole blood.

Figure 5 plots whole

blood viscosity relative to plasma as a function of hematocrit.

Included

in that study was a comparison between a capillary tube viscometer and
high resistance vessels in the hind limb of a dog.

The vessel diameters

were considerably less than the diameter of the glass-tube viscometer,
correspondingly viscosity was less.

This reduction of apparent viscosity

in the arterioles allows the heart to drive the blood more easily through
the circulatory system despite high arteriolar resistance.
This study is primarily concerned with the characteristics in
the capillary.

Here the erythrocytes are the same size as the passage

way; this allows for some simplification although the mechanics are
complicated (35, 77).

Because of the similarity in size, only one

erythrocyte enters the capillary at a time (59, 85) so that a single
file, bolus flow occurs (108).

Figure 6 illustrates this phenomena.

This causes convective motion in the plasma gaps (92) which has a very
limited effect on mass transfer (4).

Gross and Aroesty (45) have written

a thorough review on the mechanics involved.

Interestingly, the iso

lated plasma can be considered newtonian at this level.
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Viscosity vs. Hematocrit. -- Viscosity of whole
blood, relative to that of plasma, progressively
increases with hematocrit. Redrawn from Levy and
Share (75).
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Figure 6.

Bolus Flow. -- Two erythrocytes in a capillary from an
Eulerian perspective. The convection lines depict the
plasma flow pattern in the gaps. This schematic is
based on empirical findings (92, 105).
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description of the fluid dynamics' effect on oxygen transport will be
undertaken during the. development of a descriptive mathematical model.
In addition to bolus flow, filtration also occurs in the
capillary.

Fluid flows out of the capillary into the surrounding tissue

primarily from the arterial end (9, 84).

The semipermeable capillary

wall prohibits passage of most proteins which are fairly large molecules;
thus the filtrate is primarily water carrying small molecules like sugar,
salts, and gases.

On the venous end, conditions are favorable for re

absorption (109).

Apelblat, Katzir-Katchalsky and Silberberg (2) con

ducted a thorough mathematical study of this filtration.

However, the

fluid involved is on the order of only one percent of the total capillary
flow (2,.44)", so while this filtration'is recognized, we will, not consider
the development of this capillary model.

Muscle Tissue
The basic unit of skeletal muscle is the fiber, a long cylindri
cal multinucleated cell (13).

Intracellular structure merits mention

only in its relationship to oxygen consumption.

Long, longitudinal,

contractile, micro fibers called myofibrils make up the essential portion
of the cell (116).

Mitochondria, a sub-cellular unit primarily responsible

for metabolism (116), lie alongside the myofibrils and are also concen
trated beneath the cell membrane proximal to capillaries (98).
laries run parallel to and in between the muscle fibers.

Capil

Myofibril

mitochondria represent sites where biochemical processes relating to
contraction occur (89) while the sub-membrane mitochondria represent the
sites where biochemical exchange with blood occurs (98).

These
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sub-membrane mitochondria consume most of the oxygen required by
skeletal muscle.
Extracellular structure is straightforward.
reticulum, endomysium, encases each fiber (13).

First, a delicate

Large numbers of these

parallel fibers are grouped into fascicles by thin collaginous septa
called perimysium (13).

These fascicles are visible to the unaided eye

as illustrated in Figure 7.

Ultimately, a connective tissue layer,

epimysium, encloses the entire muscle.
Many different types of fibers exist.

Ranvier (93) first identi

fied red and white fibers in 1874; Romanul (98) identified eight, but
grouped these into three major categories recognized here.

These cor

respond to those used by Ariano, Armstrong and Edgerton (3): slow oxi
dative (SO) sometimes identified as red muscle fibers, fast oxidative
glycolytic (FOG) or intermediate, and fast glycolytic (FG) or white
fibers.
types.

Different muscles contain different proportions of these fiber
Those of interest will be discussed in the cat physiology section.
Gauthier (40) lists several distinguishing characteristics among

these three fiber types.

All information indicates though that rather

than three distinct classifications, fiber types are more of a continuum.
In comparing red to intermediate to white fibers, diameter increases,
coloration lightens, the number of mitochondria decreases, the amount of
myoglobin and intracellular oxygen storing protein diminishes, and blood
supply dwindles.

Gauthier also uses the dimension of the Z line, con

figuration of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, and the ultrastructure of the
neuromuscular junctions as discriminating factors.

All of these
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Figure 7.

Skeletal Muscle Schematic. -- The thicker septa
appear in this sketch based on a cross-section
of human sartorius muscle x 4 (13). The shaded
regions are composed solely of connective tissue.
The actual intricate pattern has been preserved
only in the circle insert drawn to the same scale.
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characteristics can be grouped into three major areas which affect oxygen
supply modeling significantly: capillary distribution, fiber diameter,
and oxygen consumption*
Capillaries do occur in distinct patterns but not with the regu
larity implied by Krogh (69).

Figure 8 shows the capillary distribution

in a cross-section of rabbit plantaris.

More capillaries surround the

smaller, slightly darker fibers (red) than the larger, lighter ones
(white).

Septa are also visible.

A study of this figure reveals longer

diffusion distances for white fibers due to both fewer adjacent capil
laries and larger fiber diameters.

Folkow and Halicka (37) found about

twice the perfused capillary surface area for red fibers as compared to
white for resting muscle (0.02 - 0.025 ml min x 100 g x mm Hg for red
compared to 0.01 -^0.015 for white) and report that red fibers usually
have diameters about 50-60 percent of those for white fibers.

Eriksson

and Myrhage (33) report red fibers to have diameters less than half of
those for white fibers in cat tenuissimus muscle.

A low oxygen consump

tion rate for white fibers (98) offsets this reduced availability of
oxygen.
Folkow and Halicka (37) also found oxygen consumption per single
muscle twitch 50 percent higher for white fibers, but they conclude that
conditions were insufficient for instantaneous oxygen supply.
white fiber oxygen consumption was 40 percent less than red.

Over-all,
This is in

accordance with preferential usage of red fibers in exercise (31).

White

fibers most likely derive their energy of contraction from anaerobic
glycolysis (98, 37) as opposed to red fiber aerobic breakdown of a

Figure 8.

Capillary Distribution. -- The individual regions represent muscle fibers and
the dark circles denote capillaries in this schematic based on a xl20 photo
graph of rabbit plantaris (98).
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variety of substrates, especially fatty acids (98), requiring an ample
supply of oxygen.
In summary, more capillaries surround red fibers than white
availing a greater supply of oxygen for them.

Red fibers have smaller

diameters, yet the affect of this on oxygen supply is unclear as most
oxygen consuming mitochondria lie near the cell surface.

Finally, white

fibers consume less oxygen per volume due to different metabolic activity,
thus rendering reduced oxygen supply tolerable.

Oxygen Transport
Much of the information.concerning oxygen transport has been
previously discussed in this chapter; this section will serve primarily
as a summary.
Oxygen enters the body from the atmosphere via the lungs where
concentration gradients cause diffusion into the blood in the pulmonary
capillaries (103, 102).

Once in the blood* oxygen diffuses into

erythrocytes, again due to concentration gradients, where it chemically
binds to hemoglobin, a specialized protein and major element of
erythrocytes (52, 90).

No active transport occurs (116).

The reverse of this process occurs in systemic capillaries.

Low

oxygen and high carbon dioxide concentrations (hemoglobin has a greater
affinity for carbon dioxide than for oxygen) cause dissociation of
oxyhemoglobin (90).

Due to the concentration gradient, oxygen diffuses

into the blood, out the capillary wall and into the surrounding tissue
(71, 91, 17, 49).

Roughton (101) assigns half of the diffusion resistance

for oxygen transport into cells to the erythrocyte membrane.

Duling and

Berne (30) report
arterial wall.

essentially no concentration differences across the

The thinner capillary wall would offer even less resis

tance, thus blood and tissue provide the remaining resistance to oxygen
transport,

Krogh (69) measured the diffusion coefficient in muscle and

found it to be about twice that of water.
lies between that of muscle and water (49),

Blood resistance most likely
Since erythrocytes essen

tially fill the capillary lumen (108), some oxygen diffuses almost
directly into the tissue passing only through a plasma sublayer.

Some

facilitated diffusion occurs due to filtration, but the over-all effect
is hard to determine and most likely fairly insignificant (4, 2, 44, 109),
Oxygen diffuses into the cells where mitochondria consumes it by
metabolizing various substrates.
waste products (116),

Carbon dioxide is one of the major

Cells benefit by the production of high energy

phosphate bonds used as an energy source for muscle contraction (116),

CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE MODEL DEVELOPMENT

General
Krogh (70) initiated the now widespread model that uses a solid
cylinder of tissue served by a single capillary at the axis to represent
the interface between tissue and the microcirculation for chemical ex
change.

He based this concept on the observation of a regular distribu

tion of parallel running capillaries among muscle fibers.

Figure 9

diagrams the geometry.
The cylinder radius was simply a function of capillary density
which he recognized as varying with muscle activity.

He only included

a linear gradient for oxygen within the capillary and radial diffusion
in the tissue.

He also assumed steady state resulting in Equation 3.1.

(3.1)

Here P

represents oxygen tension in the tissue (tension is used rather

than pressure in physiological literature), r for radius, D for diffu
sion coefficient,

for tissue oxygen solubility, and C for oxygen con-

sumption (definition of parameters remains consistent throughout this
work; complete definitions appear in Appendix D).
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This assumes a
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Figure 9.

Cylinder Geometry. -- Krogh (69) capillary-tissue cylinder (not drawn
to scale).
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constant consumption rate to occur uniformly throughout the tissue
rather than at specific sites.
Krogh's boundary conditions resulted from assuming diffusion
resistance negligible at the wall and a non-flux condition at the tissue
radial boundary.

Krbgh measured oxygen diffusion rates and apparently

believed that the membrane did not significantly differ from the tissue
in this regard.

The second condition is a consequence of his definition

of a tissue cylinder: all points in the tissue within a given radial
distance from a capillary are served exclusively by that capillary.

The

boundary conditions take the form

e

»pt =

^

where

at r = R

0 at

(3.2)

r = Rt

(3.3)

denotes blood oxygen tension,

for capillary radius, and R^_

for tissue radius.
Integrating Equation 3.1 twice and applying these boundary
conditions yields

r
Pt “ Pb + 2 DtSt

r r2
'

R 2
c

-

V2 lne (r/Rc)J1

(3-4)

This result gives a non-linear radial drop in oxygen tension as
shown in Figure 10 at each specific point along the capillary length.
Tension falls linearly with length.

.9

Normalized

oxygen

tension
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Figure 10.

Oxygen Tension Curve. -- Radius has been normalized
by Rt and oxygen tension by P^.

Krogh did not consider radial gradients within the capillary or
axial diffusion anywhere. All aspects of oxygen delivery to the capil
lary were ignored in this formulation,
Bloch (12) followed Krogh’s model and advanced it by writing a
balanced equation over the capillary region.

He also included a finite

resistance to diffusion at the capillary wall.
Bloch balanced the amount of oxygen supplied by the blood with
the amount diffusing out into the tissue.

He accounted for both bound

oxygen in the form of oxyhemoglobin and free oxygen actually dissolved
in the blood.

After studying the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, he

concluded that a parabola would accurately represent the dissociation
function in the tension range of concern.

He tacitly assumed chemical

equilibrium which should have been investigated for validity.
Total oxygen tension in the blood takes the form:
a summation of free and bound oxygen.

4- N9/S^,

N is a constant equal to the

maximum amount of bound oxygen per blood volume.

The variable 9 repre

sents the fraction of saturation defined in this instance by a quadratic
expressed in terms of free oxygen concentration.
In order to include a finite capillary wall permeability, he
defined a mass transfer coefficient, h, thusly,

(3.5)

where c represents oxygen concentration.

The subscripts b and t always

refer to blood and tissue, respectively.

Bloch wanted his result to
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pertain to substances other than oxygen, making inclusion of a finite
permeability necessary.

This equation serves as a boundary condition

between the blood and tissue regions.
Bloch considered the blood well mixed at any given cross-section,
hence no radial capillary gradients.

The resulting blood equation takes

the form

- urrR 2 4— (c, + N9) = 2TrR h(c, - c )
C

dz

D

C

D

(3.6)

t

where u represents average blood velocity and z for axial distance.

He

solved this equation simultaneously with the radial diffusion equation
for the tissue.

Ultimately, he considered the interaction between

glucose and oxygen for the steady state case.
Kety (68) recognized two areas of importance: "the determinates
of arterial oxygen tension and the factors which operate at the tissue."
He discussed both of these and made some important observations.
He considered the actual oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve and
discussed the many factors involved in determining arteriolar oxygen
tension.

He assumed steady

within the capillary.

Most

state and considered only alinear gradient
significantly, he expressed

neglecting axial gradients in the tissue.

concern over

Recognizing inclusion of

axial diffusion mathematically formidable, he pursued it no farther.
In 1960, Blum (14) included axial diffusion.

He set his model

up valid only for the steady state as did the previous workers.

He also

used the same mass balance in the capillary as did Bloch but ignored
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bound oxygen.

Consequently, he used a finite permeability, a linear

profile down the capillary length, and assumed the blood well mixed at
any given cross-section.
In the tissue, to account for the affect of anistropy on the
diffusion process, as might well occur in fibrous muscle tissue, he
introduced a radial, D^, and an axial, D^, diffusion coefficient.

The

tissue equation then takes the form

(3.7)

where C, oxygen consumption, varies with the tissue oxygen concentration.
Blum assumed an isolated tissue cylinder so that no flux occurred
across either the radial or axial boundaries.

He also defined a mass

transfer coefficient at the capillary wall like Bloch.

The final

boundary condition came from taking the inlet arteriolar oxygen concen
tration as an initial condition.
Blum stated that over sufficiently large concentration ranges
"many substrates will obey a Michaelis-Menten type rate law, being con
sumed according to first order kinetics at low substrate concentration
and according to zero order kinetics at substrate concentration near
saturation."

Therefore, he included both zero and first order rate laws

for consumption in the tissue.
In solving for a first order reaction,

(3.8)
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axial diffusion was neglected in comparison to radial diffusion,
2

2

6ct /&z . For constant metabolism the inclusion of axial diffusion
was tolerable.

Blum's solving of the first case resulted in a complex

expression involving Bessel functions; the second resulted in an
analytical solution in the form of an infinite series.
Two important mathematical observations ensued.

First, chemical

concentration in the blood does not depend upon membrane permeability
for a zero order tissue consumption rate, but only for a first order
rate law.

Steady state operation effects constant metabolismrendering

blood concentration independent of capillary wall permeability.
Secondly, neglecting axial diffusion introduces significant error to
the tissue concentration profile for only large axial capillary gradi
ents and then especially for the area proximal to the tissue radial
boundary.
Blum's model failed to include a major function in oxygen
distribution, the production of oxygen in blood from dissociation of
oxyhemoglobin contained in erythrocytes.

Inclusion of the dissociation

function complicates the mathematics considerably.
Gonzales-Fernandez and Atta (42) used finite difference tech
niques which allowed "in principle the incorporation of different geo
metrical configurations as well as of non-linearities and the introduc
tion in the data of empirical functions."

Notably, they included

Michaelis-Menten kinetics over the entire range of tension rather than
considering zero and first order reaction rates independently and also
used actual oxyhemoglobin dissociation data rather than a mathematical
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approximation.

No alterations were made on Krogh1s geometry and they

only examined steady state operation.
Unfortunately the steady state assumption debilitated the appli
cability of this versatile model.

Its greatest strength lay in its

incorporation of non-linearities which occur under transient conditions.
They demonstrated that axial diffusion causes the oxygen content
in capillary blood as a function of axial distance to vary non-linearly.
In fact, the graph will be concave upward.

This results from more oxygen

diffusing into the tissue in the region proximal to the feeding arteriol
than is consumed; thus, a portion of this oxygen diffuses axially,
obviously in the venous direction.

The reverse holds true for the

distal section where a portion of the tissue’s oxygen requirement dif
fuses in axially as opposed to coming directly from the capillary.
The general applicability of this result is questionable, how
ever, since conditions were explicitly chosen to enhance axial over
radial diffusion rather than adhering to precise physiological parameter
combinations.

-

Another accomplishment of their study arises from the capability
of comparing finite to infinite mixing within any given cross-section.
In the proximal section of the capillary oxygen extraction from the
blood remains essentially unchanged despite "well-mixed11 flow or plug
flow without stirring.

However, in the distal section both tissue

oxygen consumption and blood oxygen extraction diminish for the case of
plug flow without stirring which reduces the oxygen concentration at
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the capillary boundary.

The difference is small though, on the order

of a percent.
In review of their study, Middleman (83) noted that while more
complex than previous works, the efforts of Gonzales-Fernandez and Atta
produced a work allowing for accurate prediction of oxygen profiles even
under conditions of hypoxia.

He recommended analytical techniques for

only well-perfused regions.
Reneau, Bruley and Knisely (97), in an involved study, modeled
the steady state case and subsequently the transient case (96) of oxygen
distribution in tissue.

They accounted for both axial and radial dif

fusion not only in the tissue region, but also in the capillary.

The

resulting complex equations with inclusion of an instantaneous function
for oxyhemoglobin dissociation required solution by numerical techniques
on a digital computer.
The sigmodially shaped hemoglobin equilibrium curve like the one
shown for human blood in Figure 11 varies with temperature and pH of the
solution.

Hill (53) approximated the fractional saturation as a function

of oxygen tension; the relation has the form

K P n
e ------ 2— ^

(3.9)

l + KPb

where 9 represents fractional saturation and K is a constant dependent
upon ionic strength and the pH of the hemoglobin solution (6, 99).
equation, although useful and fairly accurate, does not ensue from

This
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Dissociation Curve. -- Oxyhemoglobin dissociation
curve for human blood at pH of 7.4. Redrawn from
Bartels and Harms (7).
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theoretical considerations and should be regarded as an empirical result.
Reneau et al. (96) employed this relation in both of their studies.
In developing their equations, the authors made the following
assumptions restated here in brief without defense.
1.

The Krogh capillary-tissue arrangement is valid.

2.

Equilibrium exists in the capillary between dissolved oxygen and
oxyhemoglobin.

3.

Oxygen release from erythrocytes is assumed distributed over
the entire section (erythrocytes and plasma gap).

4.

The capillary wall offers negligible resistance tothediffusion
of oxygen.

5.

Creeping flow occurs in the capillary.

6.

The velocity profile is flat.

7.

An over-all diffusion coefficient accounts for the differences
between rates of diffusion in plasma and erythrocytes.

8.

Tissue cells are homogeneously distributed.

9.

Cell metabolism is constant.

None of these vary greatly from those proposed by previous workers;

in

addition, they all rest on firm foundations (96).
The tissue equation is identical to Blum's, Equation 3.7.

The

blood equation has the following form for the steady state case

(3.10)

where

denotes the solubility of oxygen in blood.
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This equation set requires an additional boundary condition.
The obvious choice is a no radial flux condition at the capillary axis,
that is

dPb
= 0 at r = 0

(3.11)

6r

While their model accounted for most possible transport mecha
nisms, solutions required large amounts of computer time due to mathe
matical complexity.

This was especially true for the transient case

where solutions required up to ten hours of computational time in order
to complete 80 to 90 percent of the response to a step change.
Middleman (83) compared one of their numerical solutions to the
Krogh model as defined by Equation 3.4.

The results appear in Figure 12

with the following parameter assignment.
R = 3 microns
c
R

= 30 microns

L = 180 microns

u = 400 mic/sec
<

C = 0.85 • 10 ^ ml Og/ml sec
o
D = 1700 mic /sec

= 28.5 mm Hg

Discrepancies within the capillary range around a percent while
the tissue solutions differ significantly.

Middleman (83) attributed

all of the capillary difference and most of the 2.5 mm Hg tissue differ
ence to inaccurate usage of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve and
concluded that the Krogh model yielded "a good approximation to oxygen
profiles."

In the blood

Krogh

20
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Reneau

__

Radial

position

In the tissue at r = 16.5 jj,

0

Figure 12.
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Krogh-Reneau Comparison. -- Results of Middleman's (83) comparison of the'
Krogh model with the numberical solution of Reneau et al. (97).
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Clearly, the well-mixed assumption within the capillary intro
duces very little error.

Reneau et al. (96) conclude that axial diffu

sion affects the solution only near the capillary entrance and that no
effect of physiological importance occurs over most of the length.
In a recent ambitious study, Apelblat et al.
step farther.

(2) proceeded a

They initially utilized the Krogh geometry, examining

steady state operation only.

The significance of their study arises

from inclusion of capillary filtration.

The blood and tissue exchange

fluid; in fact, the lymphatic system serves as a drain for the tissue.
Consequently, there is convective motion of extracellular fluid among
the tissue cells.
In the capillary, the authors began with the complete set of
Navier-Stokes equations.

They then linearized the equations and applied

lubrication theory. Further simplification resulted!from the Reynolds
numbers being less than unity.

They treated the tissue as an.isotropic

porous medium and applied the Darcy law (105).
The capillary wall or entrance to the tissue region contributed
the greatest barrier to efflux from the capillary.
a very small fraction (10
ing the capillary.

Filtration flow was

- 5 - 2
to 10 ) of the total amount of fluid enter

Streamlines generally ran parallel to the capillary.

Other geometries were also studied.

Experimental evidence

(109, 123) indicates that the radius of the capillary increases from the
arteriolar to venous end.

They represented this geometry with a cone.

The authors also explored porosity variations of the capillary membrane
and drainage by the lymphatics.
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They concluded that for steady state operation tissue convection
did not facilitate diffusion.

Direct comparison of their results with

previous studies proves difficult as no consistency in parameter value
assignment occurs.

Apelblat et al. (2) used body averages while most

investigators confine their work to a particular organ or tissue.

Composite Work
Modeling a single capillary provides useful information and in
sight into the operation and functionality at the microscopic level, yet
difficulty exists in applying results to the entire organ or whole
tissue.

A composite model describes several capillaries and results '

readily scale up to the entire organ or tissue.

Hutten, Thews and

Vaupel (55) concluded that results from an array of capillaries differed
significantly from those for a single capillary because more exact
oxygen supply conditions can be used with an array.

A few investigators

have taken the work done on the capillary, the basic functional unit of
the microcirculation, and incorporated it into composite models that
would accurately predict physiological occurrences at a macroscopic
level.

A distinct advantage ensues; mathematical predictions can be

compared to easily obtainable experimental observations.

Measurement

in the capillary-tissue unit proves difficult due to the scale, whereas
whole tissue measurements come readily; in addition, some capillary
measurements, such as velocity and tension, are potentially fortuitous
(50).

Finally, a pragmatic composite model will hopefully shed light on

single capillary models.
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Fletcher (36) mentions that global factors determine the domain
of the problem of oxygen supply, obviously not limited to an isolated
capillary-tissue unit.

Single capillary models cannot account for inter

actions among capillaries (43).

Wissler (122) explains that even if all

capillaries run parallel to each other, they will not begin and end at
the same points, but rather overlap causing gradients among adjacent
Krogh cylinders.

Levitt (74) concludes that capillary interactions

drastically effect tissue oxygen concentrations. He suggests assuming
the entire tissue region well stirred as a first order approximation.
Composite modeling also permits an evaluation of concurrent versus
countercurrent flow among capillaries (79).
Metzger (80, 81) used a complicated capillary arrangement.
Figure 13 illustrates the three dimensional network with arterioles
(inputs), venules (outputs), and 3 x 3 x 3

capillaries.

This arrange

ment allowed for inclusion of heterogenous capillary organization and
varying flow patterns.

Metzger (80) obtained shifts in oxygen distri

bution for changes in oxygen consumption, capillary length, blood flow,
and critical oxygen tension level (apex of the Michaelis-Menten kinetic
rate law plot).
Grunewald (46) developed a model using four parallel capillaries.
"The model comprehends the influence of the capillary structure, i.e.,
the three-dimensional arrangement of arterial inflows and venous out
flows . . . . 11 He included oxygen supply conditions of concurrent
structure according to Krogh (70), of countercurrent structure according
to Grunewald and Lubbers (47).

Figure 14 illustrates his basic element
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Grunewald Model. -- Interacting capillary con
figuration example used by Grunewald (46).
Arrows indicate direction of blood flow. A and
V denote an arteriole or venule, respectively.
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of four parallel running capillaries.

He augmented the complexity and

size of his model and eventually demonstrated mathematical prediction of
an empirically determined oxygen distribution.
Wissler (122) believed it necessary to account "not only for
oxygen, but also for carbon dioxide, lactic acid, and heat" in order to
adequately model the transport of oxygen to tissue.

He contended with

the Krogh model because it did not allow for concentration gradients
between adjacent tissue cylinders.

Johnson, Cavert and Lifson (61)

purport that intercylinder exchange tends to reduce radial and longi
tudinal gradients within a given cylinder causing a nearly uniform extra
capillary concentration.
Wissler (122) also rejected using a well-mixed compartment model
based on the assumption that a given geometric unit, usually quite large
and sometimes including the entire organ, has a uniform extracapillary
concentration.

For mass transfer, he employed a capillary divided into

four longitudinal well-mixed regions.

This neglected the actual mecha

nisms of oxygen transport, but served his purpose in modeling the entire
body.
Composite modeling then allows for direct comparison of theoreti
cal and experimental values.

Myriad model setups permit theoretical

description at any scale and degree of complexity.

In addition, each

level, from molecular to area average, involves respective assumptions.

Simplified Models
Since Krogh (69) introduced the single capillary-tissue model,
investigators have tended to expound and augment it.

High caliber,
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extremely complicated studies involving numerous descriptive parameters
attributing to the complexity of physiological systems have resulted.
These prodigies require advanced mathematical techniques that must be
implemented on high capacity machines.

Even with modern hybrid computers

many solutions require several hours of computational time.

Some recent

studies, however, attempt to evoke analytical solutions by making justi
fiable, simplifying assumptions.

These models necessitate appreciably

fewer man hours and very little computer time while maintaining accurate
results.
Stewart and Morrazzi (113) conducted such a study for oxygen
transport and obtained favorable results in comparison to the work of
Reneau (95) and Reneau et al. (97).

Reneau (95) included axial and

radial diffusion in the capillary along with Hill's (53) oxyhemoglobin
dissociation equation resulting in a second order partial differential
equation which required a numerical solution.

Stewart and Morrazzi

(113) modified this, Equation 3.10, and proposed to solve analytically
for the space-averaged oxygen tension as a function of axial position.
They began by approximating the derivative of the oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve with a simple exponential function.

This resulted in

an expression for the space-averaged blood oxygen tension, P ,

exp(k9P )

(3.12)
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where k- and k_ are special constants and P

is the space-averaged

inlet capillary tension.
A second line of reasoning eliminated axial oxygen transport by
plasma in favor of convection of bound oxygen by erythrocytes.

This

procedure also yielded an expression for tension

lri[—

(1 - (Rt/r)2)z + exp(k2Pa)J

(3.13)

Agreement of both of these solutions for blood oxygen tension
with Reneau (95) is very good as illustrated in Figure 15.

Stewart and

Morrazzi (113) calculate capillary-tissue interface tensions and then
analytically solve the tissue equation, identical to that proposed by
Krogh (Equation 3.1), to obtain radial profiles.

Again sample calcula

tions "were typically within one percent of the numerical results."
Another simplified study ensued from order of magnitude consider
ations.

Lightfoot (76) used the Krogh geometry and began with a time

dependent diffusion equation for the tissue with both axial and radial
diffusion in the following form:

2

(3.14)

where t represents time.

Since response time to changes in boundary

conditions was less than a second, he assumed pseudo-steady state opera
tion.

He also neglected axial diffusion in favor of radial diffusion
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based on the work of Reneau et al. (97).

This results in Equation 3.4

as originally produced by Krogh.
In examining the capillary, Lightfoot (76) reflected on the
nature of bolus flow and the convective motion in the plasma gaps, but
regarded them unimportant since they did not alter the oxygen delivery
to the tissue as has been shown (4).

He further assumed local equili

brium between oxyhemoglobin and dissolved oxygen based on the work of
Dindorf, Lightfoot and Solen (26), and Longo, Power and Foster (78).
Keller and Friedlander (67) and Spaeth (110) have demonstrated oxyhemo
globin diffusion negligible.

Again axial diffusion played no important

role and Lightfoot (76) regarded capillary response time as short allow
ing for pseudo-steady state operation in the capillary as well.

System

description then took the form

(3.15)

where m is the slope of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve.
Lightfoot (76) determined that the entrance effects were small
and therefore used a local average value for m.

He concluded that his

model was equally reliable with elaborate published expressions in calcu
lating venous and lethal-corner (point at the venous end of the tissue
cylinder outer wall) tensions.
Hyman (56) proposed an even simpler approach.

The primary

simplification came from assuming the capillary well mixed in crosssection, i.e., no intracapillary radial gradients.

Modeling follows

the familiar Krogh geometry and included only steady state operation

Mathematical development in the tissue region parallels that of
Lightfoot (76).

He also assumed a constant tissue oxygen consumption

recognizing a validity dependent on a critical oxygen tension (60).

He

employed the standard boundary conditions of no flux out of the radial
tissue wall and no diffusion resistance at the capillary-tissue interface.
Equations 3.2 and 3.3.
He avoided the complicating inclusion of axial and radial diffu
sion within the capillary and instead assumed an oxygen tension averaged
over the entire capillary cross-section.

In this approach, "the net

convective flux of dissolved oxygen is balanced against the mass flux
out through the capillary wall,"

The equation took the form

(3.16)

where J represents the flux through the capillary wall defined by

t

R•
c

(3.17)

The equation set is solved by integrating Equation 3.8 twice and
applying the boundary conditions (Equations 3.2 and 3.3) which yields an
expression for oxygen tension in the tissue as a function of radius:
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This solution depends upon the capillary oxygen tension, P^,
which varies with axial position, but is constant with respect to the
radial coordinate. Obviously, the mass flux, J , is a constant and de
pends only on Equation 3.18.

Solving for J, substituting into Equation

3.16, and integrating yields

pb=Pa + rb [ 0(Pa> -®<v]+M:b (1 ‘Rt/Rc>

<3-19>

with the initial condition of the inlet arteriolar oxygen tension, P .
In this expression, the fractional oxyhemoglobin dissociation function,
9, has not yet been defined other than that it depends on oxygen tension
in the blood.
The blood oxygen tension varies only with axial position.
solution will be complete upon defining 9.

The

Hyman (56) introduced Hill's

(53) equation which forced a "trial and error" solution for blood oxygen
tension.
The tissue oxygen profile results for any axial position by sub
stituting the appropriate value of P^ into Equation 3.18.

Figure 16

illustrates a comparison between this result and the work of Reneau (95).
This is a very simple, straightforward model and apparently
works quite well.
of his assumptions.

Unfortunately, Hyman did not offer rigorous defense
However, the model proposed in this study will

follow his line of reasoning.
In these simplified approaches, several key factors stand out.
First, for most situations constant metabolism suffices.

Secondly,
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(95), and the analytical solution by Hyman (56).
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radial diffusion dominates axial diffusion in both the tissue and the
capillary regions.

In addition, ignoring radial gradients by using a

well-mixed cross-section causes non-measurable error for well-perfused
regions.

Finally, use of an approximation to the oxyhemoglobin dissocia

tion curve avoids non-linearities in the capillary equation.

CHAPTER 4

THE MODEL

Purposes and Reasonings
In his opening remarks to the International Symposium on Oxygen
Transport to Tissue in April of 1973, Bruley (16) suggested that "mathe
matics is the only tool available to man that can simultaneously solve
the multivariable interacting problems evolving from physiological
systems analysis,"

A model for a physiological process such as oxygen

transport to tissue should focus on an accurate system representation;
otherwise, it will have little predictive reliability.

The model must

provide insight into the physiological processes in operation.
Oxygen transport involves fluid dynamics, mass transport by
diffusion and convection, and chemical kinetics.

These phenomena stimu

late interest in engineers, especially chemical engineers, being well
acquainted with each of these three areas.

Since transport occurs in a

biological system, physiological and anatomical characteristics must:
receive adequate attention.
This study seeks to maintain a close alliance between physiology
and engineering.

Parameter value assignment will be based on experi

mentally determined and physiologically consistent data.

The model must

accurately represent the actual anatomy, while maintaining mathematical
simplicity.
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Much work has been done in modeling oxygen transport to tissue,
Krogh (70) in 1919 first proposed a tissue cylinder model with a simple
analytical expression balancing radial diffusion against a constant
oxygen consumption.

From this modest beginning elaborate models have

been developed by men from several educational disciplines.

Complicated

equation sets have included radial and axial diffusion, convection in
the capillary and the tissue, various kinetic schemes, and even transient
responses.

To obtain solutions to these elaborate models, investigators

necessitated applying numerical techniques and advanced mathematics re
quiring tremendous computational efforts.
One of the goals of this study is to use the simplest, justi
fiable model possible, preferably solvable by analytical techniques,
Lightfoot (76) proposed the basis for a simple approach, namely, con
sidering the capillary well mixed in cross-section, allowing only axial
gradients,

Hyman (56) formulated this idea into a model, but included

unnecessary complexity in accounting for oxyhemoglobin dissociation.
Simpler methods have already been successfully employed (12, 14),

The

model in this study will follow Hyman's format.
Model dependence on physiological data and characteristics is
paramount not only in system description and parameter assignment, but
also in verification of results.

Credence in a model evolves from its

ability to accurately predict experimentally determined results.

By

meeting this criterion, the mechanisms functioning in a model manifest
their validity and other non-verifiable results attain worth.
results will be compared to physiological reports.

Herein,
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Assumptions
Several assumptions must be made in order to develop a simple,
workable model.

Each of these appears here with its explanation and

implications,
1,

First, a physical model accurately representing the actual
ananomica1 situation must be adopted,

Krogh (69) noted the

parallel arrangement of muscle fibers intermingled with capil
laries in skeletal muscle.

Transverse arterioles feed these

parallel capillaries (32, 109),

Most authors (2, 25, 42, 69, 79,

. - 97, 114) center attention on the capillary as the primary ex
change site.

Middleman (83) tacitly assumes this.

Physiolo

gists generally attribute most exchange to the capillary (116),
Milnor (84) and Guyton (50) also take this stand.

Little sig

nificant descent exists (107), therefore, the capillary will be
accepted as the oxygen exchange site,

A more thorough discus

sion of the distribution of capillaries and muscle fibers
appears in the Physiology chapter,
2, Levit t(73) argues against using a single capillary for describ
ing oxygen delivery to the tissue.
79) support this idea.

Other investigators (36, 43,

However, in skeletal muscle capillaries

beginning from one arteriole terminate in the corresponding
venule (109) meeting a major criterion,of accurately applying
isolated tissue cylinder theory. Goreskey and Goldsmith (43)
conclude from their study that the Krogh model yields creditable
results for such an arrangement.
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In view of this evidence, Krogh geometry will be employed
\
with the normal no-flux boundary condition at the cylinder wall.
While it is recognized that some areas of the tissue could re
ceive oxygen from more than one capillary, most do not.

Two

other physiological investigations also support the capillary
as the oxygen exchange site.
Romanul (98) reports that the oxygen consuming portions of
muscle fibers lie near the cell surface concentrated primarily
proximal to the feeding capillary.

This evinces that specific

mitochondria receive oxygen from a single capillary.

In addition,

Whalen and Nair (119) report that over 15 percent of cat
gracilis muscle has no measurable oxygen content.

Obviously,

the lowest oxygen levels will occur at the tissue cylinder
boundaries.

If the tension is zero, no gradient exists to cause

cylinder interactions.

This concurs with Romanul1s findings.

Mitochondria consume the oxygen needed for cell life.

They are

located proximal to capillaries rather than being uniformly
distributed throughout the muscle cell.

Strict adherence to

this spatial situation in accounting for oxygen consumption
would be a formidable task, consequently a simplification is
needed.
Despite discrete oxygen consumption sites, mitochondria
frequency warrants defining consumption as uniform and continu
ous, especially since oxygen consumption does not vary above a
critical value of approximately 5 mm Eg (50).

This assumption

breaks down in less populated areas yet total consumption should
remain unaffected.

Specifically, operating with a constant con

sumption rate could alter the oxygen tension profile since it
attests oxygen consumption in peripheral areas that are essen
tially inert.
The difficulty evolves from dissimilar regions.
illustrates the situation,

Figure 17

A given amount of oxygen diffuses

out through the capillary wall into region !!a,f with a high
mitochondria content.

The mitochondria consume the available

oxygen and little or no oxygen diffuses out into region nb!!
which comprises the complement of the tissue cylinder and
contains few mitochondria.

Oxygen tension falls close to zero

at the interface between the regions.

However, with a uniformly

distributed consumption the oxygen profile will fall more gently
and uniformly throughout the now combined and identical regions.
In principle, profiles would differ as in Figure 18.
The actual effect on the oxygen profile cannot be determined,
especially since mitochondria density gradually decreases,
rather than abruptly diminishing.

Comparison between this

modelfs predictions and experimental data will indicate the
severity of this assumption.
Most of the oxygen delivered to the tissue comes bound to hemo
globin and is subsequently released in the capillary.

Each mole

of hemoglobin binds four moles of oxygen, each with a different
energy.

Consequently, the kinetics are complicated.
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The dissociation curves for many species have been determined
(7) and in 1910, Hill (53) proposed an accurate function for
fractional saturation

0*

k Pbn
9 = ------ —

(4.1)

i + k pbn

This equation introduces nonlinearities.

As a result, Hyman

(56) complicated his simple approach and had to obtain a solution
by trial and error.

Bloch (12) suggested that a parabola ade

quately matched the dissociation curve in his range of interest.
That same approach will be undertaken here with verification by
a least-squares analysis.
This brings up the question of chemical equilibrium for oxyhemo
globin.

Thews (114) submitted that dissociation times were fast

compared to diffusion and convection times, consequently chemical
equilibrium does exist.

Nakamura and Staub (86) conducted an

investigation on human blood to determine reaction times.

They

found that for deoxygenation plus Bohr shift (a right shift of
the dissociation curve enhancing oxygen release due to the
presence of carbon dioxide) the 90 percent time of completion
for 12.5 percent saturation diminution was 0.062 seconds with a
range of 0.053 to 0.072 seconds.
This value can be compared with convection times.

Burton and

Johnson (18) report a low end capillary blood velocity of 100
microns/second in cat skeletal muscle.

The capillary is

approximately 1000 microns long (33) with an estimated inlet
tension of 18 mm Hg (27),

If tension fell completely to zero

at the venous end, a 15 percent saturation drop would occur or
approximately 12.5 percent in less than 850 microns of axial
length.

The blood requires 8.5 seconds to travel this distance,

over a hundred times longer than the dissociation time, 0.062
seconds, which also includes diffusion out of the erythrocyte (100,
101).

This vast difference more than allows for discrepancies

between species and specific location on the dissociation curve.
It is safe then to assume that dissolved oxygen and oxyhemo
globin are always in chemical equilibrium.
In the capillary, oxygen diffuses out of the erythrocytes and
into the blood.

Bloch (11) photographed blood flow in the micro

circulation at rates up to 3000 frames/second which showed a
single file progression of erythrocytes in the capillary.
Prothero and Burton (92) studied this bolus flow, segments of
plasma "trapped" between successive erythrocytes, and demon
strated an eddy-like motion in the gaps.

Figure 6

illustrates

this convective movement from an Eulerian point of view.> Their;
work inferred that this motion significantly enhanced oxygen
transport to the tissue.

However, Aroesty and Gross (4) found

circulation in the bolus unimportant and not significantly in
fluencing mass transfer.
This becomes clear by examining Figure 19 where bolus
Peclet numbers

Ratio

- . 1.1

-

1/2

1/2

Figure 19.

Mass Transfer in the Capillary Bolus. --This depicts the effect con
vection has on the local mass transfer rate. The ratio of local mass
transfer rates is plotted on the ordinate such that ratio = (DIF + Conv)/
(DIF only). Redrawn from Lightfoot (76).
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Pe = L u/Dp

(4.2)

have an upper limit of ten.

Here L denotes the bolus length and
i
Dp the oxygen diffusivity in plasma. The Peclet number repre
sents the ratio of convective to diffusive transfer. Even for
i
inflated conditions (Pe = 10) transfer by convection plus dif
fusion exceeds diffusion alone by less than 30 percent in the
leading half of the bolus.

This is balanced by the reverse

condition occurring in the trailing half.

Thus the net effect

is insignificant (4).
Just as this convective motion tended to facilitate oxygen
transport in the leading half of the bolus, it will augment
oxygen tension in the center of the bolus, distal from the
source erythrocytes.

This prompts following Reneau et al.’s

(96) lead of assuming oxygen dispersed throughout the capillary.
Assuming a distributed oxygen source is the analog of uniform
consumption in the tissue.

This assumption will alter inter

capillary profiles, but not oxygen delivery to the tissue.

Thus

it has little impact since the goal of this study is prediction
of oxygen profiles in the tissue.

Moreover, although oxygen

delivery varies over the length of the bolus, resonance time is
short.

Unfortunately, little is known about oxygen transport

from the erythrocyte directly to the tissue.
Cat hematocrit is 40 (52) meaning that erythrocytes comprise
40 volume percent of the blood.

Since erythrocytes mold into
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cylindrical units completely filling the capillary lumen, they
account for 40 percent of the length of the column of blood in
a capillary.

A cat erythrocyte has a volume of approximately

3
40 microns »

This gives the total unit, plasma gap plus

erythrocyte, a volume of 100 microns

3

or for a capillary diameter

of 5*3 microns (33) a length of approximately 5 microns results
if'a uniform erythrocyte distribution1is assumed.

This, yields

residence time of 0.05 seconds for a velocity of 100 microns/
second.

In other words, a plasma gap-erythrocyte unit passes a

given point every 0.05 seconds, a very short period.

This short

residence time further supports assuming a distributed oxygen
source.
7.

'

Many studies (2, 12, 14, 36, 42) have included a resistance to
oxygen transfer at the capillary wall.

Duling and Berne (30)

measured intra and extravascular oxygen tension in hamster cheek
pouch arterioles.
(S.E.) mm Hg.

They found a mean difference of 1.4 + 0.8

Arteriolar walls, consist of an endothelial lining,

elastin, collagen, and smooth muscle, whereas only endothelial
cells form the capillary wall.

Therefore, one would expect this

minute tension difference to decrease for capillaries evidencing
no membrane resistance as previously discussed.

Most investi

gators (56, 68, 70, 76, 95) accept this conclusion.
8.

Finally, the question of steady state.

Lightfoot (76) accepts a

pseudo-steady state on the basis of short capillary-tissue unit
response time (on the order of a second) in comparison to the
time required for physiological variations.

The interest here will be with the oxygen tension distribu
tion in resting muscle.

Granted, in this state capillary flow

levels vary for a specific capillary (65).

Flow may even stop.

One possibility is to account for each state of capillary be
havior.

A simpler approach is to model the average behavior

and assume it representative of the tissue as a whole.

This

reproposes the question of a single capillary which was dis
cussed earlier.
For this relaxed state, variations in time will be ignored.
However, time dependent terms will appear in the initial formu
lation and then be eliminated in an order of magnitude.,analysis.
This will manifest the scale of tolerable variations. •
Three other simplifying assumptions will evolve from the
order of magnitude analysis.

Acceptance of each of these will

be based on mathematical considerations.
9.

First, exclusion of radial gradients in the capillary does not
affect results.

The capillary will be considered well mixed in

any given cross-section.
10.

Also in the capillary, the oxygen tension at any point primarily
depends on axial convection of bound oxygen.

Diffusion does not

enter into the final analysis.
11.

Finally, the radial diffusion rate determines oxygen levels in
the tissue.

Neither axial diffusion or extracapillary convection

significantly alters oxygen tension.
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A summary of the eleven assumptions follows.
1. The capillary is the principle delivery site for oxygen.
2. The Krogh cylinder adequately represents the capillary-tissue
relationship.
3. Oxygen consumption is constant and uniformly distributed
throughout the tissue region.
4. A parabola adequately matches the oxyhemoglobin dissociation
curve.
5.

•

Dissolved oxygen and oxyhemoglobin remain in chemical equilibrium
throughout the capillary.

6.

Oxygen is uniformly distributed throughout the blood rather than
appearing at the erythrocyte surfaces.

7. No diffusion resistance to oxygen occurs at the capillary wall.
8. Steady state operation prevails,
9. Radial gradients have minor importance within the capillary.
10,

Oxygen delivery to any capillary axial position depends only on
convection of bound oxygen.

11.

Radial diffusion predominates in the tissue, thereby excluding
axial diffusion and extracapillary convection.

Mathematical Development
The mathematical description will begin with the writing of the
complete species balance in both the tissue and the capillary.

The

equations will be transformed into nondimensional expressions and re
arranged to identify important dimensionless groups.

An order of magni

tude analysis will indicate the insignificant terms.

Upon cancellation
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of these smaller terms, two ordinary differential equations will
result.
This development will demonstrate the validity of the last
four assumptions (numbers 8-11).

The procedure relies on the remaining

assumptions with the exception of number 4 which will be used later on
in a further simplification.
The general species balance equation for the tissue takes the
form

where u

t

and v

t

denote the axial and radial extracellular tissue fluid

velocities, respectively (all other parameters are previously defined;
a complete list appears in Appendix D).

This equation can be non-

dimensional ized with the following transformations:

Pt = P /P

(4.4)

r = r/Rc

(4.5)

z = z/L

(4.6)

t = t Dt/Rt2

(4.7)
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(4.8)

ut = ut L/Dt

(4.9)

= Vt L/Dt

where "_n denotes a non-dimensional variable.
These transformations make each variable of order one.
first three are scaled with their maximum values.

The

The scaling for time

is the ratio of the square of the tissue radius to the diffusion co
efficient.

This approximates the time for oxygen to reach the remotest

tissue region.

An occlusion study (44) approximated the value of radial

velocity to be one percent of axial blood velocity.

Apelblat et al. (2)

found an even smaller value and suggested that radial and axial veloci
ties are not of the same order of magnitude.

The ratio used (D^/L) for the

velocities transforms them to values approaching unity if the occlusion
study value is correct.

Smaller estimates of the actual radial velocity

will make the transformed variables less than unity which will strengthen
the forthcoming order of magnitude argument.
Introduction of these transformed variables into Equation 4.3
yields

PaDt &Pt . V t
&Pt . PaDt
+
R 2 bt + L Rc "t br
2

P D
a

'1

62P
u t . 1

“.2zr
r

6Pt
t bz

.
1 dP
u t , 1 62P
u ‘tl
L

c

tx
:
bz J's

(4.10)

where the underscores have been immediately dropped.
transformed and non-dimensional.
multiplied by

All variables are

Each term becomes dimensionless when

2
/P^D^, which yields

(4.11)

2
Two dimensionless groups occur (R^/R^)

and R^/L.

Eriksson and

Myrhage (33) report a capillary radius of 2.65 microns and a length of
1015 microns.

A value for the tissue radius is also required.

A tissue radius can be calculated from velocity and blood flow
data,

Eriksson and Myrhage's (33) value for capillary blood velocity

agrees with that of Burton and Johnson (18), who also record a blood
flow of 3.2 ml/100 gm tis-sec.

The flow through an individual capillary

can be calculated from the radius and blood velocity.

Assuming a tissue

density of unity (1 gm/cc) allows calculation of a tissue radius by way
of comparison with the measured blood flow, BE,

UgTrR^/rrR^Lp = BE

This yields a value of 70.3 microns for the tissue radius.
the dimensionless groups the following values:

(4.12)

This gives
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(Rc/Rt)2 = 1.43 • 10"3

(4.13)

(R /L) = 2.61 • 10~3

(4.14)

These dimensionless groups will be replaced with a pair of constants
defined below.

(R^/R^)2 = K^IO with

= 1.42

(4.15)

(Rc/L) = K210’with K2 = 0.261

(4.16)

Substitution of these into Equation 4.11 yields

Kil0’3 F T

+

k 2 10"2

\

F T + K22l°'4 ut S

All derivatives in Equation 4.17 are of order one.

■

Inspection immedi

ately shows that radial diffusion surpasses all other transport mecha
nisms.

Radial diffusion exceeds axial diffusion and axial convection

by over five orders of magnitude, and radial convection by nearly three.
Assuming a sufficient supply of oxygen along the capillary length, radial
diffusion will best supply oxygen to any area of the tissue.
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In addition, radial diffusion exceeds transient responses by
nearly three orders of magnitude.

This helps substantiate the steady

state assumption.
Therefore, in the tissue where oxygen supply balances oxygen
consumption, radial diffusion alone adequately determines oxygen supply.
Cancelling out the insignificant terms in Equation 4.17 yields

dr

2

r dr

S P D
tat

which balances radial diffusion with consumption.

This equation has an

analytical solution obtainable by direct integration.
In the capillary, a species balance on oxygen yields

£-(Pb + ^

9) + vb ^ ( P b +

g) + ub ^

with both bound and free oxygen included.

8) =

Note the distinction between

the diffusion coefficient in the blood and the tissue; their values,
however, are nearly equal.

In this expression, u and v, denote axial
b
b

and radial blood velocities, respectively.
The following transformations will produce a non-dimensional
expression where the underscores denote transformed variables.
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P. = P,/P
—b
b a

(4.20)

r = r/R
—
c

(4.21)

z = z/L

(4.22)

= u,/u
Hb = Ub

(4.23)

v, = v, L/D
—b
b
b

(4.24)

t = tDb/Rt2

(4.25)

0 = 0/9

(4.26)

The first three transformations use the parameter's maximum value.

The

constants employed for each velocity causes the transformed variable to
range around unity.

Here, ug represents steady state velocity.

The

scaling for time arises from taking the maximum time for oxygen to reach
any area in the cylinder; this also corresponds to the tissue time trans
formation.

The percent saturation function is also scaled with its

maximum value.
Introduction of these transformed variables into Equation 4,19
yields
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where the underscores have already been dropped, i.e., all variables are
transformed and non-dimensional.

The equation becomes more manageable

and four dimensionless groups appear upon rearranging and multiplying
by R 2/P D, .
J c
a b

R

, N 9

<r>

t b s

.
^

R

N 9

+

b a

vb h

+

*>2P
Equations 4.15 and 4.16 defined the first two groups.
maining two definitions follow.

The re
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(R u /D, ) = 0.775 = K lO^with K- = 0.775
c s b
J
J

(4.29)

(N 0 /SUP ) = 48.0 = K. 10"2with K. = 0.48

(4.30)

a

b

a

4

4

Substitution of these into Equation 4.28 yields

Ki10"3

W

0'1

+ k 210"2 vb ^ r + k 2k 310"2 ub K T +

ft

+ K2K4 vb

fr

+ K2K3K4 ub S

=

Upon inspection, the axial and radial convection terms for
pressure and the axial diffusion term all drop out, being insignificant.
Both transient terms fall short of the remaining terms and may be
cancelled.

This completes the steady state assumption argument. The

radial convection of bound oxygen has no meaning since the oxyhemoglobin
moves with the erythrocyte and thus limited to axial movement.

Inclusion

of eddy movements within the erythrocyte is beyond the scope of this
study.

Three terms remain, axial convected bound oxygen and radially

diffused oxygen.
The bound oxygen term contains three constants with a product
-1
less than 10
(0.0971). Thus radial diffusion exceeds convection by an
order of magnitude.

This makes axial convection the transport rate

limiting step; oxygen cannot be transported into the tissue until it
flows down the capillary.
cross-section.

This tends to support assuming a well-mixed

In addition radial diffusion time within the capillary

approaches 10 ^ seconds (R^/D^ = 5.4 • 10 **) while transport down the
capillary length requires almost three seconds (L/u^ = 2.68), a sig
nificant difference.
The succession of plasma gaps and erythrocytes also complicates
the diffusion question and in reality discrete sources release bound
oxygen rather than a uniformly continuous source.

In view of all of

these considerations, it seems reasonable to assume a well-mixed crosssection.
This requires balancing axially convected oxygen with the flux
out through the capillary wall.

For completeness, without appreciable

complication, convection of free oxygen will be included.

Reverting to

dimensional variables the equation takes the form

6P
us[sb

+ N &

Rc 2&z “ - J 2"RC»Z

<4 -32>

This balances the volume of oxygen convected down the capillary per unit
time against the product of the flux "through the capillary wall and the
available surface area.

The flux, J, is defined by
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Rearrangement and cancellation yields

Equations 4.18 and 4.34 describe the system.
couples them.

Equation 4.33

The advantage of this approach is manifest in the sim

plicity of these equations and their analytical solutions.

Solution
Solution of the two equations, 4.18 and 4.34, describing oxygen
transport in the capillary-tissue cylinder is straightforward.

Beginning

with Equation 4.18 for the tissue region (R^ < r < R^), reverting to
dimensional variables, and rearranging to a more manageable form yields

1 H
V t

dP

7 3?<r d T >

- c

(4'35)

Integration requires two boundary conditions.
from assumptions numbers one and two.

The first follows

No flux occurs across the tissue

cylinder boundary or in mathematical form

dpt
—
= 0 at r = Rt

(4.36)
!

The other boundary condition follows from assumption number seven: no
diffusion resistance at the capillary wall.

This amounts to equating

tissue and blood oxygen tension across the boundary
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P = P, at r = R
t
b
c

(4.37)

For the capillary region, Equations 4.33 and 4.34 combine to
give

b

be

All variables are dimensional. The derivative of tension with respect
to radius must be evaluated at the capillary wall before integrating.
The boundary condition results from equating the final arteriolar ten
sion to the capillary tension at the capillary origin.

P, = P at z = 0
b
a

(4.39)

This condition also defines the fractional saturation function which
depends on oxygen tension in the blood.

9 = 9a at z = 0

Thus

(4.40)

Integrating Equation 4.35 and applying the first boundary con
dition, Equation 4.36 yields

dPt
c
Rt2
n f ■ r h r (r - - r >
t t

<4 -41>
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This may be directly integrated again.

Applying the other boundary

condition. Equation 4.37, yields

r2 - R 2
Pt = Pb + 2 D i r t
-

where

t -

2

t -

~

-

Rt2 lne(r/R=)]

depends only upon axial position.

profile in the tissue.

(4.42)

This describes the oxygen

Identical radial pressure drops occur at all

axial positions with only the initial valve

varying.

Blood tension

must be specified as a function of distance from the capillary origin
for a complete solution.

This will result from the oxygen balance in

the blood.
As mentioned before integrating Equation 4.38, the derivative on
the right hand side must be evaluated.

Using

for radius in Equation

4.40 and rearranging yields

dP

11
dr 'r = Rc

C R

c
2 D S

_

R
- ( ^ ) 2]

(4.43)

Substitution of this result into Equation 4.38 yields

In order to integrate directly the axial velocity must be con
stant, or defined in terms of z.

Under the Krogh geometry (assumption

number two) the capillary radius remains uniform.

Studies (2, 44) show

that filtration into the tissue does not significantly alter the
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capillary flow.

Consequently, with the steady state assumption (number

eight) axial velocity will not vary.
Integrating once and applying the inlet conditions, Equations
4.39 and 4.40} yields

Pb = pa + fr(ea - 6>
b

+'M
b s

1

-

< r )2] 2

<4-45)

c

where ug denotes the steady state axial velocity.
Now the percent saturation function, 9, must be specified.
Using assumption number four the definition takes the form

9 = a

+ b

+ c

(4.46)

where a, b, and c are constants defined by a "least squares" analysis
of the oxygen dissociation curve.
Substituting the definition for percent saturation into Equation
4.45 and rearranging yields a quadratic expression for blood oxygen
tension for each specific axial position, z:

f

b

pb2 + ( F + l)Pb + i l r pa2 + (if + 1)pa + u V F - ( r )2]z}=0
b
b
b
s b c

:

* ‘ (4.47)

For ease in handling this expression, the zero order term will be re
placed^ with the function G defined by Equation 4.48.
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(4.48)

+ DP. +

A and B will replace the coefficients a N/S^ and (b N/S^ + 1),
respectively.
The quadratic may now be rewritten in the following form.

(4.49)

A P, 2 + B P, - G = 0
b
b

By the quadratic formula (112) blood oxygen tension may now be
defined by

(4.50)

The values of the coefficients a, b, and c in the expression for
fractional saturation depend upon the animal species.

For the cat, as

will be demonstrated in Chapter 6, the function G has a positive value
for z equal to zero.

G becomes negative for sufficiently large values

of z because R^/R^ is obviously greater than unity.

Since the constant

A is positive, the radical takes on an imaginary value for large z.
The physiological significance of a negative value under the
radical is the total depletion of oxygen from the blood.

The radical

has a real value for normal physiological conditions.
Since the coefficient B also has a positive value, the final
expression for blood oxygen tension takes the form
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pb = [- B + (B2 + 4 A G)^J/2 A

(4.51)

or

Ph „ .

+ { f

b

+

2aN

C
aNu

1 2 + Pa 2 + ^ I f b pa
2aN

aN

[l - (-jp)2 ] z P

(4.52)

c

s

Thus tension varies linearly with the square root of axial position.
.However, in some instances assumption number four may be made
more restrictive by defining percent saturation as a linear function of
tension.

9 = b Pb + c

(4.53)

This expression is now substituted into Equation 4.45 resulting
in an even simpler expression for blood oxygen tension.

P

—

b

p

_L ----------------

a

ug(Sb + N b)

2*1
1 - (^) z
c J

(4.54)

In this instance blood tension varies linearly with axial position.
Equations 4.52 or 4.54 permit calculation of the blood oxygen
tension at any axial position.

Using this value in Equation 4.42

permits calculation of tissue oxygen tension at any radial position.
This completes the solution since tension is defined for any (r, z)
where 0 < r < R

and 0 < z < L.

Further Development
The application of the blood oxygen tension equation and the
tissue oxygen tension equation extend into conditions below the critical
oxygen tension for constant consumption (5 mm Hg) (50).
actually obeys Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

Metabolism

Figure 20 illustrates the

rate law.
The rate law takes the form

C =

kipt

(4.55)

where k^ and k^ have to be experimentally determined (72).
this introduces unnecessary mathematical complexity.

However,

This complexity

can be avoided by following zero order kinetics until tension diminishes
to the critical level.
first order rate law.

At that point consumption would continue under a
The dashed lines in Figure 20 illustrate this

procedure.
In equation form

C = k^ for P > P
1
t — c

C =

V t

(4.56)

for pt 5 pc

where P denotes the critical tension.
c

Even this minor alteration

complicates the expressions for tension in the blood and tissue.

Consumption

\

5 mm Hg
line

Oxygen Tension in the Tissue
Figure 20.

Kinetics Comparison. -- The solid line schematically represents MichaelisMenten kinetics and the dashed line represents the proposed procedure.

oo
Ui

The case of constant consumption, Equation 4.55, has already
been solved for the tissue region resulting in an analytical expression
for oxygen tension, Equation 4.42.

Either Equation 4.52 or 4.54 defines

tensions in the capillary region depending on the saturation function
chosen.
For a linear consumption rate defined by Equation 4.56, Equation
4.35 takes the form

V t

1 rl
dPt7 d7(r d f ) = k2pt

<4 -57>

Rearranging yields

d2p
r dr

dp

k

+ i t = f tt t;

(4-58)

For ease in writing, the following substitution is employed:

M = k2/DtSt

(4.59)

Equation 4.58 may now be rewritten, after multiplying through by
r, in the form:
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This expression matches the generalized form:

x^y" + x(a + 2bxp)y’ +

[c 4- dx^

- b(l - a - p)xP + b^x^P]y = 0

(4.61)

which may be reduced to Bessel's Equation with proper variable trans
formation (82).

The following parameter assignment clarifies the match

ing procedure.

y = Pt

(4.62)

x = r

(4.63)

a = 1

(4.64)

b = c = o

I

(4.65)

2
d = - M = 7—
V t

(4.66)

p 5s o

(4.67)

s = 1

(4.68)
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All restrictions are complied with in that neither d, nor p, nor
q of the Bessel parameters equal zero, and in addition:

(1 - a)^ = 0 > 4 c = 0

(4.69)

Four constants need to be evaluated using the parameter assign
ment in Equations 4.62 to 4.68:

a =

= 0

(4.70)

p = b/p = 0

(4.71)

X =

(4.72)

=

~ 2). 2~ 4

= 0

(4.73)

Under these conditions the solution to Equation 4.60 takes the
form:

Pt = ClI0(r

where

and

+ C2K0(r M%)

(4.74)

are modified Bessel1s functions of the first and second

kinds, respectively.

and

are constants.

Their values will result

from the application of the boundary conditions, Equations 4.36 and 4.37
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First, by applying the continuum across the capillary boundary:

C1 = [Pb '

C 2 K 0 ( R c M % ) : 1 / I 0 (:Rc M % )

(4-75)

Before the second condition may be applied, no radial flux at the tissue
outer boundary, Equation 4.74 must be differentiated with respect to
radius, taking the form:

= C1M^I_1(r M^) - C2M^K_1(r M^)

(4.76)

Then:

Solving this result for

yields:

This identity for Cg may now be substituted back into Equation
4.75 which may then be solved for

with the following result:

I ,(R M%)K„(R M^).
C

i ■ pb{ v R/ >

+

K_1(R + M 2)
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This identity for

may now be substituted back into Equation

4.78 in order to obtain the following value for

:

C2 = (I’bI-l(RtM%)/[ I0(RcM%)K-l(R + M%) + K0(RcM%)I-l(RtM%)]
(4.80)

.

Finally, an expression for oxygen tension in the tissue may be
written by using these definitions for the constants,
Equation 4.74.

PbV

(RcM%)

,

- } l 0(r M h +

PbI .(R M%)

.

J.

T ------- r --------- f------ r } K0(r m2)

'-I0(RcM 2)K_1(RtM 2) + I_1(RtM 2)K0(RcM?)J

where

, in

Substituting in Equations 4.79 and 4.80 yields

pt - {----- ,

f
{

and

(4-81)

is defined at each axial position.
This result for a first order consumption rate is only slightly

more complex than the zero order result, Equation 4.42.
Before an expression for the blood tension may be obtained, the
tension derivative must be evaluated at the capillary wall.
to substituting the definitions for the constants,
Equation 4.76 and using r = R^.
4.38 to obtain:

a?,
dz

2D_S

and

This amounts
, into

This result is then used in Equation
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where

and

are retained for brevity.

Also, for ease in handling,

let the right-hand side of Equation 4.82 be expressed as the product of
H and

where H is the combination of all the constants.

of the definitions

of

Examination

and C^, Equations 4.79 and 4.80, indicates

that they both depend on P^.
As before,

the axial blood velocity

equals thesteady state

value, ug , and the

quadratic expression for

saturation.Equation 4.46,

holds.

With these substitutions, Equation 4.82 takes the form:

+

pb +

b

= H pb

b

(4 -83>

Integrating this expression once and applying the boundary con
dition, Equation 4.39, yields:

(1 + p )
b

lne Pb/Pa + y ( P „
b

- Pa) = * H

(4.84)

This may be rearranged to the following implicit equation:

Pk = P
6

+
2aN z

- bN + Sb
2aN

In (P./Pa)

(4.85)

However, solution comes more readily by applying Newton*s
method (19) to the function f such that:

f(pb) = (1 +
b

lne Pb/P2 + ^ ( P b
b

Pa) - z H = 0

(4.86)
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Solution results from an iterative process with the expression:

(4.87)

The criterion for terminating this iterative process is

(4.88)

where £ is a small positive number.
Once again description is complete.

Equations 4.87 and 4.88

will yield a value for blood oxygen tension for any axial position.
This value substituted into Equation 4.81 permits calculation of tissue
tension for any radial position.
Again, if a linear expression suffices for the percent saturation function, a simpler expression ensues.
setting

a

In this instance, merely

equal to zero in Equation 4.84 produces the new expression

which after rearranging takes the form:

(4.89)

To produce a solution throughout an entire tissue region where
some areas have a tension less than the critical value the solutions for
constant consumption are used until entrance into the hypoxic region.
At this point the first order consumption solutions are used.
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For example, in the case of a linear fractional saturation
function, blood tension will diminish linearly up to the critical point
where it will begin to exponentially decrease to zero.

Tissue tension

always decreasingly diminishes in the radial direction; mathematically,
the second derivative is positive.

At the critical point the second

derivative begins to decrease; or the profile begins to "flatten" out.

Comparison to Other Models
The basis of this work lies in all previous studies.

In 1918,

Krogh (70) proposed
2
r

2
R
c

\

2

as describing oxygen transport in the tissue.
employed herein.

(4.90)

This same expression was

Similar to Krogh, axial diffusion, convection, and

transient responses were ignored.
The mathematical development in the capillary region resembles
that of Hyman (56).

However, the descriptive equation, identical to

Hyman*s, originated from the general species balance and evolved by
elimination of insignificant terms.

The major difference arises from

the choice of a fractional saturation function.

Hyman used Hill's (53)

expression:

9 =

n
k P,
b
1 + k P,
b

n

(4.91)
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This produced an implicit equation of the form:

p

= p +
a

n
,-k P
--------- ---------b l + k P
1 + k P.
a

(r£)2 " x] z

(4,92)

Solution must follow a trial and error procedure.
This same problem occurred in this study for first order kinetics
and a parabolic dissociation function.

Unfortunately, Hyman's equation

is very "stiff" making convergence difficult.
Bloch (12) first suggested using a parabola to approximate the
dissociation curve.

This assumption contributes much to the simplicity

of the results of this study.

Moreover, for small tension drops across

the capillary length this author has found a linear approximation suit
able.

This simpler expression has a commensurate effect on the over-all

solution as evidenced by comparing either Equations 4.54 to 4.52 or 4.89
to 4.85.
Gonzalez-Fernandez and Atta (42) used actual Michaelis-Menten
kinetics in their study.

Blum (14) took a similar but simpler approach

in examining first and zero order rate laws.

In this instance, the

ideas were combined by following zero order kinetics down to a critical
point in tension then switching to first order consumption as suggested
by Guyton (50).

Similar to Blum's experience, including first order

kinetics complicates mathematical development.

CHAPTER 5

APPLICATION TO HAMSTER CHEEK POUCH

Problem
In 1970, Duling and Berne (30) published the results of measur
ing oxygen tension in the microcirculation of the hamster cheek pouch*
They subsequently reported additional data (27, 28)„
In all experiments the golden hamsters were anesthesized, the
trachea cannulated to insure spontaneous breathing, and the cheek pouch
exposed*

The pouch was suffused in a buffered solution to maintain

temperature and proper environment,
Oxygen tension measurements were made amperometrically using the
microcathode developed by Whalen, Riley and Nair (120).

Experimental

procedure included calibration both before and after tension measure
ments*

The electrodes with 2-6 micron tips were inserted into the tissue

at any desired site by a micromanipulator*
A Leitz Labolux microscope (with approximately 400x magnifica
tion) was used to observe the microcirculation*

The investigators also

took reference photographs*
The capillary-tissue model developed herein allows calculation
of oxygen tissue profiles based on inlet conditions, the physical dimen
sions of a system, and various physical properties such as diffusion
coefficients, solubilities, oxygen dissociation kinetics, and oxygen
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consumption rates.

All of this information is available.

Duling*8 1973

study (27) provided a capillary inlet tension of 18 mm Eg and information
on the tension in the tissue.
His sites in the tissue were carefully chosen so that they would
accurately represent the least oxygenated portions of the pouch.
sites typically lay 30-60 microns from the closest capillaries.

These
He

measured a tissue tension of 10 mm Hg which included a standard error of
1 mm Hg based on 20 observations.
Data from the 1973 study was chosen since it was felt to better
represent the in vivo environment.

These particular data resulted from

cheek pouches suffused in solutions equilibriated with 17 mm Hg of oxy
gen (very close to the entrance tension) and no carbon dioxide.

An

extremely high oxygen tension in the suffusing solution could provide an
oxygen source for the tissue; conversely, an anoxic solution could act
as a sink.

Neither situation matches the normal environment in the un

exposed tissue where each capillary-tissue unit lies adjacent to a
similar unit.
One objective of this phase of study is to determine if the
capillary-tissue model, given the inlet conditions and other data, would
produce a tissue tension comparable to that observed by Duling.

This

would create some confidence in the model and warrant further investiga
tion.

A second objective is to demonstrate the functional dependence of

tension on all parameters.
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Physiology
The hamster cheek pouch has been demonstrated superior or at
least equal to several other tissue regions (including the eyelid, web
of the frog, bat wing, nail bed, meningeal layers, and the retrolingual
membrane of the frog) as a useful experimental site in physiology (54).
Many facts support this claim.
While the cheek pouch is as transparent as the frog retrolingual
membrane, it has a more extensive vasculature than many non-mammalian
and mammalian membranes.

In addition, the pouch is easy to prepare for

study and can endure large experimental times.

Finally, the animal

experiences little trauma during surgery and experimentation, thus cre
ating excellent in vivo conditions.
Experimenters have used the hamster cheek pouch in a variety of
investigations.

It has been employed in both tumor growth (10, 22) and

carcinogenic (41) studies.

The extensive vasculature also proves ideal

for tissue transplantation (10).

Finally, the microcirculation of the

pouch has been examined on its own merit (27, 28, 30, 38).
Hoffman, Robinson and Magalhaes (54) describe cheek pouches as
"bilateral evaginations of the oral mucosa which extend caudal beneath
the subcutaneous tissue to the shoulder region.11 It is composed of four
tissue regions: 1) "a slightly keratinized stratified squamous epi
thelial lining two to five cells thick," 2) a layer of dense collagenous
connective tissue, 3) a layer of longitudinally arranged skeletal muscle,
and 4) a layer of loose areolar connective tissue.
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Blood supply comes from the external carotid artery and the
entire pouch eventually drains into the external jugular.
crit is high (52.5 + 2.3 S.D.) compared to man.

Blood hemato

The total protein con

centration is 4,5 + 0.73 (S.D.) mg/100 ml blood.
In the cheek pouch, as in most skeletal muscle, the capillaries
generally run parallel to one another.

As previously described in

Chapter 2, the capillaries run parallel to and in between the longi
tudinal muscle cells.

The capillary-tissue model readily describes this

arrangement.

^

Specific Application of the Model
The basis of this phase of investigation lies in Duling's (27)

observation of an inlet tension of 18 mm Hg with a corresponding tissue
tension of 10 mm Hg.

The goal is to see if the model can predict this

oxygen level in the tissue.

In order to apply the model, values for -

certain physical dimensions, physical properties, and flow data are
required.
Duling records a terminal arteriole radius of 2-3 microns.

This

constitutes an estimate of capillary radius; consequently, a value of
2.5 microns was chosen as the standard (values of 2,0 and 3.0 microns
were also used).

Duling (28) and Duling and Berne (30) estimate tissue

radius at 30 microns plus.

However, in resting muscle only a fraction

of the available capillaries are actually flowing at any given instant.
In view of this, a standard tissue radius of 25 microns was selected
(during the investigation this was varied up to 45 microns). Less in
formation is available on capillary length, but ten times the tissue
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radius provides a reasonable value.

Lengths of 250, 350, and 450 microns

were all investigated.
In reality all capillaries do not have the same diameter or
length, nor do they serve the exact same size tissue regions.
distribution of parameter values were employed.

Thus a

This introduces a

second objective of this phase of study, namely, to determine the effect
of parameter variations.

This objective applies not only to the parame

ters that vary at a specific capillary region (such as oxygen consumption
and blood velocity) and physical dimensions that vary from one capillary
to another, but also extends to parameters that are difficult to assign
an exact value to such as solubilities and diffusion coefficients.
Some physical properties have well-defined values.

Ulrich,

Hilpert and Bartels (115), for instance, carefully determined the oxy
hemoglobin dissociation curve.
description of the curve.

No variations were included in the

Actually, a linear expression fits the portion

of the curve of interest here (0-18 mm Hg)
squares analysis manifests (Appendix A).

quite well as a least-

As a result. Equation 5.1 de

termines the percent oxygen saturation as a function of tension.

6 = 0.019

- 0.05

(5.1)

Duling and Berne (30) claimed that oxygen consumption for the
cheek pouch lies in the range of most skeletal muscle (average:
-4
10
cc 0 /cc tis sec). Consumption depends strongly on the
2
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extent of exercise and the exact physiological state of the animal.

The

tissue here has been defined as resting muscle, thus removing variations.
However, for exploratory purposes, different values of consumption were
examined,
2
Krogh (70) reports a value of approximately 1000 microns /second

for the oxygen diffusion coefficient,

Hyman, Grounds and Newell (57)

use specific values for the blood (1300 microns/sec) and tissue (1200
microns/sec) also employed here.
termined by most investigators,

These values lie within the range de
Hyman et al, (57) also assigns differ

ent oxygen solubilities to the blood (3,4 * 10 ^ cc Og/cc tissue mm Hg)
and tissue (2,9 • 10 ^),

Both diffusivities and solubilities depend

upon the species,. Since some question remains concerning the exact
values of diffusion coefficients and solubilities, all four parameters
were varied in this phase of study,
Duling and Berne (30) report a blood flow in the cheek pouch of
0.13 ml blood/gm tissue-minute.

When this is compared with the capillary

and tissue radii and the lengths already determined, steady state
velocity must have a value on the order of 100 microns/second per
Equation 5,2.

(blood flow) x (tissue volume/capillary)
(capillary flow area)
capillary blood velocity

(5,2)

As already outlined, due to the. size of the system and the diffi
culty in determining physical constants, it is worthwhile to consider
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some slightly different values for several of the system's parameters.
To accomplish this, 17 different computer runs were made; the standard
parameter assignment appears in Table 2.

This is equivalent to run #1.

In each of the other 16 data sets, one of the parameters is varied from
its standard value.

Table 2.

Standard Parameter Assignment.

Symbol

Symbol

R
c

2.5 microns

L

250 microns

st

Rt
sb

2.9 • 10 ^ cc Og/cc
tis-mm Hg

u

s

3.4 • 10

cc Og/cc

tis-mm Hg
Dt

100 microns/sec

25 microns

c

2
1200 microns /sec
10 ^ cc O^/cc tis-sec

Since the dissociation curve is described by a linear expression
(Equation 5.1), the simpler blood equation developed in Chapter 4 was
used. Equation 4.54.

This expression yields oxygen tension in the blood

as a function of axial position (z).

This provides the initial condition

(P^) for Equation 4.42 which defines the tension in the tissue as a func
tion of radius (r).
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The procedure has two phases0 First, map the oxygen profile in
the tissue to determine if the tissue has a tension between 9 and 11 mm
Hg,

This allows accreditation of the model as it applies to the hamster

cheek pouch.

Secondly, vary certain parameters (capillary radius, tissue

radius, capillary length, oxygen consumption, blood velocity, solubili
ties, and diffusivity) to determine the effect of each on oxygen distri
bution.

Computer Workup
The application of the capillary-tissue model to the hamster
cheek pouch problem presents little calculational difficulty since the
oxygen tension in the blood and at all positions in the tissue is de
scribed by analytical expressions.

Still, several reasons warrant the

usage of advanced computational tools.
The specific equations involved are only moderately difficult
and calculation may proceed on most desk calculators, however, an . ac
curate mapping of tissue tension for a particular data set would require
dozens of repeated evaluations of the same expressions at the minimum.
This situation lends itself well to more automatic computing methods.
This hamster phase includes the evaluation of the effect of
various parameters on oxygen distribution.
from processing these multiple data sets.

Again repetition results
With this type of problem, a

high capacity computer has an advantage.
Another reason evolves from output organization.

Information

and results can be more efficiently assembled as well as clearly pre
sented for comparison and study by a digital computer.

The first step in writing the program to determine oxygen distri
bution was to analyze the expressions involved.

The equation for tension

in the blood, taken from Equation 4.54, has the form

(5.3)

During the course of investigation the values of the radii, consumption rate, velocity, and solubility were varied; therefore, their
values were read into the program.

The axial position (z) was incre

mented throughout a run defined as the processing of a single data set.
The parameters P , N, and b remained constant which allowed defining them in a data statement.
At each axial position, the equation defining tissue tensions
must be evaluated.

It has the form (from Equation 4.42):

(5.4)

This time the radii, consumption rate, solubility, and diffusivity vary so they were also read into the program.

In this tissue tension

expression, the independent variable, r or radial position, must be in
creased stepwise in value from the capillary radius to the tissue radius.
Equations 5.3 and 5.4 were then programmed on a CDC 6400 at The
University of Arizona. Appendix B contains a listing and supporting in
formation.
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Presentation of Results
Investigating 17 different data sets allowed evaluation of oxy
gen tension dependence on several parameters.

Physical dimensions,

steady state velocity, and physical properties were all varied with
run #1 serving as the standard.
Table 3 organizes the runs with respect to parameter variation.

Table 3.

Parameter Variations.

Parameter

Runs

Capillary radius

2, 3

Tissue radius

4, 5

Capillary length

6,7

Consumption rate

8, 9

Blood solubility

10, 11

Tissue solubility and diffusivity

12, 13

Steady state velocity

14, 15, 16, 17

Examination of Equation 5.3, the blood equation for a linear
dissociation curve, shows that blood tension, will fall linearly with
axial position.. The tissue tension, from Equation 5.4, decreasingly
falls off from its initial value at the capillary wall.

Figures 21 and

22 illustrate the axial and radial profiles, respectively.
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standard. Run #1.
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Hamster Radial Profile. -- Data taken from the
standard, Run #1.
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Figures 23 through 27 contain isobars throughout a tissue cross-section
and manifest parameter variation effects.
The final tension in the blood, measured at the venous end, and
the final tension in the tissue, measured at this same axial position
but at the outer tissue boundary, serve as good indicators of tension
drop across the cylinder.

Table 4 contains these final tensions,

for the blood and P.- for the tissue.
tf

The table also includes the dif-

ferences between these final values and the ones occurring for the
standard*
Comparison of these results with those mathematically expected
from Equations 5,3 and 5,4 shows exact agreement.
validity of the program, but not of the model.

This proves the

These results must have

physiological justification.
Runs #2 and #3 demonstrate the effect of capillary radius varia
tion.

Changing the radius by these small amounts does not significantly

alter the tissue volume supplied by the capillary as shown in Table 5,
Changing this dimension will greatly affect the blood supply, though.
Of course, oxygen supply varies directly with blood supply.
When the blood supply was similarly changed via the velocity from 64 per
cent of its value in run #16 to 144 percent in run #17, the drop in blood
tension was essentially the same.

Obviously the availability of oxygen

plays the dominate role in tension levels as demonstrated in the order
of magnitude analysis.
Small differences in the tissue tension occur between the
comparable runs (#2 and #16/#3 and #17).

Two phenomena could cause this:
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Table 4.

^Un
Um er

Hamster Final Tensions.

Parameter

Pbf
(mm Hg)

1

std

11.66

2
3

R = 2
C = 3

8.06
13.62

- 3.60
1.96

6.24
12.16

- 3.80
2.12

4
5

R

= 35
= 45

5.51
0.0

- 6.15
-11.66

1.74
0.0

- 8.28
-10.04

6
7

L = 350
= 450

9.12
6.59

- 2.54
- 5.07

7.50
4.97

- 2.54
- 5.07

8
9

.5C
2C

14.83
5.32

3.17
- 6.34

14.02
2.07

3.98
- 7.97

10
11

.85b
1.2Sb

11.65
11.67

-

.01
.01

10.03
10.05

-

.01
.01

12
13

.8DS
1.2DS

11.66
11.66

w —

9.63
10.31

-

.41
.27

14
15
16
17

u

5.32
14.83
8.09
13.60

3.70
13.21
6.47
11.97

- 6.34
3.17
- 3.57
1.93

=50
S = 200
= 64
= 144

A
(mm Hg)

—

—
- 6.34
3.17
- 3.57
1.94

Ptf
(mm Hg)

A
(mm Hg)

-

10.04
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Table 5.

Capillary Radius Variations.

Blood Supply
% Change

Run

Capillary Surface Area
7o Change

Tissue Volume
7, Change

1

0

0

2

-36

-20

-0.20

3

44

20

0.66

0

the area available for flux out of the capillary and/or the diffusion
distances.
If the dramatic changes in flux area were important, the total
oxygen delivery to the tissue would change dramatically also.

This did

not occur as differences between final tensions of the paired runs range
around 0.2 mm Hg.

But diffusion distances did increase slightly for a

radius of 2 microns which caused an increase in tissue volume (also shown
in Table 5).

The slight difference in tissue tension between comparable

runs result from these longer diffusion distances and/or a slight de
pendence on flux area.

Figure 23 illustrates the effect of radial

variations.
Runs #4 and #5 demonstrate the effect of varying tissue radius.
Varying this dimension greatly effects the volume of tissue supplied by
an individual capillary.

A change in radius from 25 to 35 microns causes

an increase in tissue volume of 96 percent.

This larger tissue region
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requires more oxygen than the standard, thus the lower final tension in
run #4.

An analysis of total concentration will clarify this.
Equation 5.5 gives the total oxygen concentration in the blood,

T.

T = SbPb + N 9

(5.5)

Substituting in the expression for 0 from Equation 5.1 allows the calcu
lation of concentration as a function of tension.

Concentration falls

to 0.0354 cc O^/cc bid at the venule end for the standard from its inlet
concentration of 0.0602, a drop of 0.0247.
falls to 0.0114 or 98 percent more.
tissue volume.

In run #4 the concentration

This matches the increase in the

The two percent difference results from maintenance of

higher average tissue tension levels in the latter case in the venule
end of the cylinder.
A tissue radius of 45 microns depleted the oxygen supply.

If

the average tissue concentration were the same throughout this cylinder
as in the standard, then tension would have fallen to zero at an axial
distance of 77 microns.

Tension did not drop to zero, however, until

approximately 225 microns.

The lower average tension in the tissue due

to greatly increased diffusion distances accounts for this.

Figure 24

illustrates the profile variations.
Runs #6 and #7 show that increasing the capillary length and thus
increasing tissue volume reduces the oxygen supply as expected.
no effect on the isobars as Figure 25 shows.

This has

Again employing Equation
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5.5, the concentration drops to 0,0255 cc Og/cc bid or 40 percent lower
for run #6 than the standard.
adds 40 percent more tissue.

Correspondingly, the change in length
For a length of 450. microns or 80 percent

more tissue, concentration drops 80 percent more.
stems from identical transport conditions.
tissue depends only on radial diffusion.

This exact agreement

Oxygen transport in the
In these runs only the axial

dimension was varied.
In runs #8 and #9 the oxygen consumption rate was varied by
factors of a half and two, respectively, from the standard of
1 • 10 ^ cc Og/cc tis sec.

The tension followed exactly and dropped

only 50 percent as far from the inlet condition for the reduced consump
tion rate.

The tension drop doubled with the augmented rate (tension

levels essentially parallel concentration levels because of the simple
dissociation function).
This phenomenon has physiological significance.

Large increases

in consumption rate occur during exercise; a factor of ten is not un
common.

However, during exercise the blood flow rate increases and more

capillaries open up reducing the tissue radius per Equation 5.2.

Depend

ing upon the exact amount of change in both flow rate and capillary .
density, blood velocity in the capillaries may either increase or
decrease.

Suffice it to say that both a diminution in tissue radius

and an increase in velocity augment oxygen supply, thus counteracting
the higher consumption rates and potentially maintaining reasonable
tension levels.
later.

The exact effect of velocity variations will be analyzed
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Consumption variations affect the tension dramatically as evi
denced in Figure 26.
The solubility of oxygen in the blood has only a minor effect.
In run #11 the solubility was increased by 20 percent causing a tension
rise of only 0.1 percent over the standard.

Decreasing the solubility

has a comparable result.
The nature of the equations allows consideration of tissue solu
bility and diffusivity together.

Again the effect is minor.

variations have no effect on blood tension.
simplifications made in the model.

First, the

This evolves from the

In the tissue, deviations from the

standard are on the order of 3-4 percent.
This relative independence of tension from the solubility and
diffusivity of oxygen in the blood and tissue eliminates the approxima
tion of their values as a source of error.
the model.

This improves confidence in

These physical constants do not have significant effects

since oxygen delivery depends primarily on the amount of oxygen trans
ported in the blood, not on diffusion through the tissue.

Furthermore,

in the analysis of the over-all expressions it was shown that most of
the oxygen transported in the blood is chemically bound to hemoglobin
and not free.

This makes transport somewhat independent from solubility.

The effects produced by variation of these parameters, however,
is in accordance with physiological considerations.

In the blood,an

increase in solubility enables the blood to contain more free oxygen,
thus increasing tension.
run #10,

This occurred in run #11, the converse in

In the tissue, diffusion is the primary mechanism for oxygen
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transport.

If the resistance to mass transfer is increased by decreas

ing the diffusion coefficient or the solubility factor, the oxygen'ten
sion will fall.

Similarly, lowered resistance should be accompanied

by an increase in tension.

This is indeed the case.

Runs #14 and #15 demonstrate the effect of varying steady state
velocity in the capillary.

Figure 27 contains plots of the deviations.

In a real capillary, a 50 percent diminution in velocity would halve the
oxygen supply per unit time.
should double.

In proportion, the blood tension drop

More specifically, the residence time of the blood would

double allowing the tissue twice the time to consume oxygen from a given
volume of blood.

This would reduce the driving force for mass transfer

so the tissue would receive less oxygen per unit time.

Consumption re

mains constant which would lower tissue tension.
The mathematical model produces this exact effect.

In terms of

the model the only effect on tension in the tissue ensues from the
diminished value of the initial condition along the capillary wall.
This is evidenced by identical drops from the capillary to the cylinder
surface for both runs.
Doubling velocity has a corresponding effect.

This halving and

doubling of tension evinces that the changes in oxygen supply are solely
responsible for the tension deviations.

Indeed, the development section

in Chapter 4 demonstrated this dependence of supply on convective trans
port,

An examination of the radial tension drop at the capillary inlet

provides collaborating evidence.

For velocities of 50, 100, and 200

microns/sec (runs #14, 1, and 15, respectively) the tension at the outer
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tissue boundary is the same, 16.38 mm Hg»

Moving down the cylinder,

tension falls less for the higher velocities, 3.70, 10.04, and 13.21
mm Eg, respectively, at the venule end.
In summary, oxygen tension depends strongly on the physical
dimensions of the system, the oxygen consumption rate, and the steady
state blood velocity.

Solubilities and diffusivities are of minor

importance.
One of the goals of this phase of study is to see if the model
predicted a tissue tension comparable to that measured by Duling (27).
Duling measured 10 ^ 1 mm Eg.

In the standard run, only a small frac

tion of the tissue has a tension within this range, but Duling obtained
his values from this very region.

Ee purposefully chose sites distal to

the capillary where tension would be lowest.

In addition, only slight

variations in a few parameters would greatly increase the amount of
tissue having a tension lying within Duling1s range.

Discussion
The application of the simplified capillary-tissue model to the
hamster cheek pouch proved successful.
analytically reproduced.

First, experimental results were

Secondly, the effect of several physiologically

important parameters was determined.
Turning attention first to this parameter evaluation, the variat

tion ranges chosen were based on physiological information.

.

In all cases

the extreme values were examined, yet results were still reasonable.
' In the case of capillary radius, for instance, 2 and 3 microns
represent the boundaries, yet a tissue tension from 6 to 12 mm Hg is not
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out of order, especially since only slight changes in another parameter
can easily compensate for the deviations.
The tissue radius has a large effect on tension and unfortunately
it is the most difficult parameter to assess.

A more accurate determina

tion of this parameter would significantly augment confidence in the
model.

Blood flow, capillary velocity, and the two radii are inter

dependent.
radius.

One solution is to use the first three to calculate a tissue

Unfortunately, insufficient information made this impossible

for the hamster.
Inadequate information also made the choice of capillary length
difficult.

The number used in the standard represents a reasonable value

though.
Although oxygen consumption was dramatically varied in the model,
it remains fairly constant in resting skeletal muscle (116),

The major

purpose here was to determine its effect on tension rather than explore
it as a source of error.
Velocity, as previously mentioned, may be considered a dependent
variable.

However, techniques have been developed, for directly determin

ing blood velocity in the capillary (118).

Unfortunately, data on the

cheek pouch is unavailable.
The most exciting result is the reproduction of experimental
values without acceding: to

the difficult approaches of others.

A

typical run required less than 0.4 seconds of computational time com
pared to hours for others.
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In conclusion, the mathematical model used allowed for a rapid,
accurate, and simple determination of oxygen profiles in the micro
circulation,

In addition, all of the assumptions necessary for such a

model were validated.

Both the design of the model and the values of

parameters were based on physiological information.

The greatest diffi

culty arose in obtaining accurate physical parameter values.

However,

actual measurements of oxygen tension can be predicted by this model,
A better determination of its reliability will ensue only after better
values of velocity, capillary length, capillary radius, and tissue
radius are obtained.
on results.

These four parameters have the greatest influence

CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION TO CAT SKELETAL MUSCLE

Problem
The usefulness and reliability of the capillary-tissue model was
demonstrated in the preceding chapter.

The next step is to determine

how well it predicts actual oxygen distribution in the tissue.

In 1970,

Whalen and Nair (119) published the results of measuring oxygen tension
in the cat gracilis muscle.
versus tension ranges.

They produced a histogram of number of sites

Their results provide an excellent check of the

model's reliability.
Whalen and Nair (119) inserted an oxygen electrode into the ex
posed muscles of 17 cats.

They recorded tension at 372 sites with a

range of 0 (N = 56) to 45 mm Hg (N = 2).

Sites were selected at random

except that vessels 40 microns or larger were avoided.

This information

must be analyzed and adapted before employing it in this model.
In the tenuissimus, a muscle similar to the gracilis, Eriksson
and Myrhage (33) measured a capillary diameter of 5.3 + 1.1 (S.D.)
microns (very different from 40). According to'Duling (27) the
tension at the capillary inlet is 18 mm Hg.

All values in the surround

ing tissue sheath must be smaller than this maximum.

Duling also reports

an average tension of 44 + 2 (S.E.) mm Hg for 30-60 micron arterioles.
This value matches well with Whalen and Nair1s 45 mm Hg maximum.
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Since
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Whalen and Nair only avoided visible vessels (40 microns or larger),
it is very probable that they measured higher values close to large
vessels.

In view of this and Duling's capillary inlet measurement,

all sites with tensions above 18 mm Hg were discarded.
histogram appears in Figure 28,

The resulting

The objectives in this phase are to use

the best physiological data available in the model and then determine
the distribution in the tissue.

If the analytical results match those

experimentally found by Whalen and Nair (119), then the model can be
acclaimed functional.

How well it reproduces Whalen and Nairfs results

measures the accuracy.
Two secondary objectives will also be undertaken.

First, since

oxygen consumption readily changes in muscle tissue, the effect of vary
ing this parameter is studied.
varies considerably (18).

Blood velocity through the capillary also

Therefore, velocity variations are also ex

plored.
Of course the over-all goal of this work is to describe what
occurs in the tissue, not just a specific capillary-tissue region.

As

a final objective of this section some attempt is made at describing a
composite model.

This idea is more fully explored, however, in the

final chapter.

Physiology
Data from three different muscles in the cat thigh were used in
this investigation, the gracilis, sartorius, and tenuissimus.

In addi

tion, some oxygen consumption rate information came from a study using
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the gastrocnemiusplantaris muscle group (also in the thigh which in-,
eludes the gracilis and sartorius) of the dog (111)„
Although the information on the tenuissimus muscle (primarily
physical dimensions of the capillary) was unaccessible for use in the
work discussed in this chapter, it is employed in the next chapter in
the construction of a composite model based on the ground work developed
here.

Consequently, the tenuissimus will be included in this discussion.
The gracilis is a flat, thin, subcutaneous muscle located on the

ventral half of the thigh (24).

It originates in the pelvis and inserts

in the proximal end of the tibia (20, 88),

This muscle abducts the

thigh and extends the hip joint.
"The sartorius muscle is a broad band of muscle which runs down
the medial surface of the thigh and extends onto the cranial border"
(111).

It also originates in the pelvis and inserts in the proximal end

of the tibia.

Its action includes abducting the thigh and extending the

shank.

I
On the dorsal side of the thigh underneath the biceps femoris,

the tenuissimus muscle runs parallel to the sciatic nerve (24, 87). This
muscle is small compared to the gracilis and sartorius being only 0,3
mm thick and 3 mm wide.

"It runs from the sacral and coccygeal bones

through the thigh down to the crucral fascia" of the biceps femoris (32).
The tenuissimus abducts the thigh and flexes the shank.
All three of these muscles are mixed having red, intermediate,
and white fibers.

According to Ariano et al. (3), they are fairly

similar which allows grouping information based individually on each.
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Table 6 shows the comparison of the fiber types.

As can be seen, the

tenuissimus lies in-between the gracilis and sartorius in fiber composi
tion.

Table 6.

Muscle Fiber Types.

FG (White)

Muscle

FOG (Intermediate)

SO (Red)

gracilis

71.8

13.3

14.8

tenuissimus

57.5

23.8

18.5

sartorius

46.4

23.7

29.8

The femoral artery supplies all three muscles.

For the gracilis

andsartorius this ultimately gives rise to the popliteal.

The

femoral

vein serves as the drain for these muscles.
In the tenuissimus muscle specifically, the capillaries are
1015 +

16.3 (S.E.) microns long with a medial diameter of 5.3 + 1.1

(S.D.) microns (33).

As previously argued, these numbers also apply to

the other muscles.

Capillaries have a slight cone shape, being larger

at the venule end.

The diameter widens from 4.7 + 0.9 (S.D,) at the

arterial end to 5,9 + 0.8 (S.D.) at the venule end.
may range from 40/mm

2

Capillary density

(corresponding to a tissue radius of about 90

microns) in resting muscle up to 750/mm
20 microns) in exercising muscle (111),

2

(tissue radius approximately
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Cat blood has a hematocrit of 40 or a concentration of 11.2
(7 - 15.5) g Hb/100 ml bid (52).

Red blood cells are around 6 microns

in diameter which means they completely fill the capillaries in skeletal
muscle and cause bolus flow.
In the procurement of data, all animals were anesthesized.

The

muscles were exposed and in the case of the sartorius, surgically re
moved although blood supply was always maintained.

The exposed surfaces

were bathed in saline solutions.
Stainsby and Otis (111) used the gastrocnemius-plantarius muscle
group of 62 dogs to determine the effects of changes in blood flow and
blood oxygen tension.

They report values for blood flow, capillary

density, and oxygen consumption.
Whalen and Nair (119) measured oxygen tension in the gracilis
muscle of 41 cats with a microelectrode.

The sensitivity was usually

about 1 mm Eg.
Burton and Johnson (18) studied reactive hyperemia in the
sartorius muscle of seven cats.

They report values for both blood flow

and capillary velocity.
Eriksson and Myrhage (33) measured various vascular segments
with a vital microscope in the tenuissimus muscle of 26 cats.
values including velocities were also recorded.

Flow

Although their flow

work is less complete than that of Burton and Johnson, the values are
comparable.

Burton and Johnson measured velocity very accurately by

monitoring erythrocyte movement through the capillaries (18),.
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Specific Application
An underlying principle in this entire study is to represent the
actual morphology and physiology as accurately as possible.

In addition,

data must be based on experimental findings and results verified by ex
perimental evidence.
Prior to this a constant oxygen consumption rate was assumed.
In reality consumption obeys Michaelis-Menten type kinetics.

This re

quires redevelopment of the expressions describing tissue and blood
tension.

The section entitled "Further Development" in Chapter 4 con

tains this development.

The result is Equation 4.81, a complex expres

sion for tissue tension, and Equation 4.87, an iterative expression for
blood tension.

These expressions use a quadratic representation of the

dissociation function because a parabola accurately describes the empiri
cal curve for cat blood in the range of 0-18 mm Eg.

This variable

consumption model better describes the system.
Proper selection of parameter values is as important as proper
modeling.

Much of the reasoning here will follow that of the section

entitled "Specific Application of the Model" in Chapter 5.
For the cat the capillary radius was set equal to 2, 3, and
4 microns.

This wide range certainly includes all possibilities.

Capillary length was set at 1000 microns per discussions with
the Physiology Department at The University of Arizona (63).

Recent

information (33) substantiates this value.
For some data sets blood tension diminishes to almost zero cor
responding to oxygen depletion.

It was assumed that in these situations
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the capillary should be terminated also. Thus for certain data sets 5
length is a dependent variable.
The tissue radius becomes an independent variable in this appli
cation to cat skeletal muscle.

Burton and Johnson (18) report a blood

flow rate of 3 . 2 + 1.1 ml/100 gm-min.
velocity of 380 microns/sec.
others (33, 111).

They also calculate an average

This compares well with values reported by

This flow rate has units of volume per volume-time

rather than volume per area-time.

To convert to the later units the

tissue region was assumed to have equal, length, width, and thickness,
thus creating a volume per area factor of unity.

That is, blood flow

2
equals 3.2 ml/100 cm -min.

This yields an expression defining tissue radius similar to
Equation 5.2:

R

= sqrt(6 • 10

- 1 2 ug/BF)

(6.1)

where parameters have the units prescribed in this text.
In addition to the average value for blood

velocity in the

capillary. Burton (18) reports a minimum of 100 microns/sec
mum of 500 microns/sec.

and a

maxi

These three velocities were combined with the

three different radii resulting in nine data sets.

Each of these

unique tissue radius per Equation 6.1 as listed in Table 7.
Sets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 all have a radius less than 20.6 which
2
corresponds to a capillary density of 750/mm , the maximum (69, 106,
111). ° This discrepancy may be tolerated only if compensating tissue

hasa
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Table 7.

Calculated Tissue Radii.

Group
Number

Cap Radius
(microns)

Velocity
(mic/sec)

Tis Radius
(microns)

1

2

100

8.66

2

2

380

16.88

3

2

500

19.36

4

3

100

12.98

5

3

380

25.32

6

3

500

29.05

7

4

100

17.32

8

4

380

33.76

9

4

500

38.73

cylinders (radius greater than 20.6) are included in an over-all model
so that density does not exceed the limit.
model.

This institutes a composite

In order to include all possibilities, these particular data sets

were studied both with their calculated tissue radii and with an imposed
value of 20.6 microns.
The remaining groups--5, 6, 8 and 9--are acceptable on their own
merit.

The average of their tissue radii is 32 (actually 31.715) microns.

In pursuit of another composite model, all nine data sets were considered
using this artificial value of 32.
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The objective of this section is to. match Whalen1s oxygen distri
bution with the results from a representative data set.

Pursuit of this

goal has already created nine data combinations with the oxygen con
sumption rate yet unspecified.

Reported rates vary from 8.3 ' 10

up to 2,4 ' 10 ^ (111) cc O^/cc tis-sec.
of the

tissue has a tension of zero.

(119)

Whalen reports that 17 percent

In other words, 83 percent of the

tissue consumes all of the oxygen; therefore, these rates need to be inflated

by this factor.

-5
The limits now become 1 • 10

Obviously inclusion

and 2.9 "10

-4

of discrete values within this range would

yield a large number of data sets (inclusion of just three values would
require 27 sets).

As an alternative, the consumption rate was varied

within this range such that the resulting distribution came closest to
matching Whalen's.
In the hamster

study, results were essentially invariant with

solubility and diffusivity.

Consequently,

standard values were chosen

for these parameters: solubilities of 3.4 ' 10

-5

cc

cc bld-mm Hg for

the blood, 2.9 " 10 ^ cc Og/cc tis-mm Hg for the tissue, and a diffusivity
of 1000 microns/sec.
Once again the work of Duling (27) provided an inlet tension of
18 mm

Hg.Guyton (50)

assigned a value of 5 mm Hg to the critical point

for variable oxygen consumption.

For tensions below this limit, consump

tion linearly decreases to zero.
As already mentioned, some data sets result in oxygen depletion
prior to reaching the end of a 1000 micron capillary.

Due to the nature

of the equations, better results occur if the capillary is terminated
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when blood tension approaches sufficiently close to zero,

A level of

0,5 mm Eg was chosen based on a microelectrode accuracy of 1 mm Hg.
Solution proceeded according to the following format.

The ten

sions in the blood and tissue were calculated according to the appropri
ate expression.

During the solution of data set, the volume of tissue

lying within each of the four tension ranges (0-5/5-10/10-15/15-18 mm Hg)
was also calculated.

For each data set the consumption was varied

within its range so that the calculated distribution matched Whalen’s as
closely as possible.

The criterion was to match the percentage tissue

in the 0-5 mm Hg range.

Computer Workup
In applying the capillary-tissue model to the cat, the mathe
matics became complex requiring the usage of advanced computer techniques.
The expressions for variable consumption and quadratic dissocia
tion are used which amounts to employing the constant consumption ex
pressions (Equations 4.42 and 4.52) until tension reaches 5 mm Hg and
then switching to the more complex forms discussed below.
A and B in Equation 4.51 are constants (this simplified form of
Equation 4.52 better lends itself to explanation).
position.

G depends upon axial

For simplicity, at each axial position G is evaluated and then

the blood tension calculated per Equation 4.51.

This provides the ini" ,

tial condition for Equation 4.42 which yields the tissue tension as a
function of radial position.

This completes one step.

tion is now incremented and the process repeated.

The axial posi
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Two monitorings continually occur.

First, tissue tension is

monitored to determine the volume of tissue with a tension in each of
the four ranges.

This amounts to determining the radial position at

each axial increment where tension crosses the boundaries of the four
ranges.

The appropriate range is credited with the volume within its

domain.
Secondly, both blood and tissue tension are compared to the con
sumption limit, 5 mm Hg.
first.

Tissue tension will fall below this limit

The program then determines the exact radial position and radial

stepwise calculation is continued from this point out to the maximum
tissue radius using Equation 4.81, the tissue expression, for a linear
consumption rate.

At the next axial position, radial stepwise calcula

tions begin again using Equation 4.42 until the consumption limit is
reached and Equation 4.81 employed.
When the tension in the blood finally drops to the consumption
limit, the tension everywhere from that point on is less than 5 mm Hg.
Consequently, calculations proceed exclusively with Equations 4.81 and
4.87.
Use of Equations 4.81 and 4.87 requires the evaluation of several
Bessel functions.

For program efficiency, sub-routines were added to

evaluate blood or tissue tensions less than 5 mm Hg.

In addition, these

routines rely on other routines for specific values of each Bessel
function.
The program produces extensive output.

In addition to the

system's dimensions, velocity, and consumption rate, the final blood
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tension, the axial position where linear consumption began in the blood,
and the volume percent of tissue with tension of zero are all printed.
The output also includes two tables,

One contains the volume percent of

tissue in each of the four ranges along with a histogram.

The other

lists the radial positions where the boundaries of the four ranges occur
at 100 micron axial increments.

This table allows rapid production of

an isobaric plot for a linear cross-section of the tissue cylinder.

Presentation of Results
The wide range of values in the data sets produced many diffi
culties and necessitated making many runs.

The results have been grouped

into seven tables, each examining a particular aspect of the over-all
situation.

Each table is independently presented and discussed below.

The volume percent of the tissue in each tension region appears in the
columns headed by 0/0.

The four values denote the percentage of tissue

in the 0-5/5-10/10-15/15-18 mm Hg tension ranges, respectively.

In

addition, the volume percent of tissue having a tension of zero appears
in the column headed by zeros ,k
The calculated tissue radii for the nine different data combina
tions are listed in Table 7.

Notice that the tissue radius increases with

both velocity and capillary radius as expected.
The group number for each capillary radius-velocity combination
will denote that data set in subsequent tables.
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The combinations in Table 8 require consumption rates that
are reasonable in comparison to the established limits.

As pre

viously mentioned, a radius less than 20.6 microns by itself is un
acceptable,

Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 were investigated; however, it was

not possible to produce meaningful results.

In these cases with capil

lary radius of 2 microns or velocity of 100 microns/second, three prob
lems occur: 1) a consumption rate far exceeding the acceptable maximum
is required to match Whalen's distribution, 2) very short capillaries
result due to the fact that increasing consumption decreases the
capillary length, and 3) frequently it is impossible to match Whalen's
results at all.

Table 9 contains the results of an alternative to these

problems.
For each of the four combinations-™5, 6, 8 and 9— reported here
the runs bracketing Whalen's value in the 0-5 mm Hg range are recorded.
In all cases, capillary length is 1000 microns.

Notice that as consump

tion rate increases, the final tension and axial distance for the criti
cal point both decrease.

Naturally, the percentage of zeros increases.

Group 5 uses both the middle radius (3 microns) and the average
velocity (380 microns/sec).

Consequently, runs in this group should

closely match the distribution determined by Whalen.

The results' are

disappointing.
First, the second run in group 5 has a consumption rate slightly
greater than the maximum.

This suggests that some characteristic of the

model is causing augmented transport of oxygen, thereby necessitating
high consumption rates to compensate.
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Table 8.

Group
Number

Distribution at Calculated Radii,

c*

PBf
(mm Hg)

B.P.
(mic)

0/0

Z
(%)

5

2.9

.12

478

64.6/18.6/16.3/.5

25.7

5

3.0

.10

462

66.3/17.9/15.3/.5

28.1

6

2.5

.52

553

63.4/22.8/13.5/.3

12.9

6

2.6

.43

531

65.6/22.3/11.8/.3

15.7

6

2.7

.35

512

67.6/21.8/10.3/.3

18.8

8

2.3

.99

603

63.7/25.9/10.1/.3

5.0

8

2.4

.83

578

66.3/25.3/8.1/.3

7.8

9

1.9

2.39

727

62.9/31.7/5.1/.3

0.0

9

2.0

2.08

691

67.2/28.6/4.0/.2

0.0

Average

65.3/24.1/10.4/.4

12.3

Whalen

65.6/21.6/9.2/3.7

16.6

* cc O^/cc tis-sec
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Table 9.

Distribution for Tissue Radius of 20.6.

Group
Number

c*

■ PBf
(mm Hg)

L
(mic)

B.P.
(mic)

0/0

Z
(%)

1

1.7

.01

340

144

61/15/17/6

39

1

1.8

.01

320

135

62/13/17/6

38

2

2.2

.01

1000

421

63/14/19/3

37

2

2.3

.01

1000

403

66/14/19/2

40

2

2.4

.01

960

386

66/14/19/2

40

3

2.8

.02

1000

436

64/16/19/1

34

3

2.9

.02

1000

420

66/15/18/1

36

3

3.0

.01

1000

406

67/15/17/1

38

4

2.7

.01

500

206

64/12/19/5

38

4

2.8

.01

480

198

64/14/17/5

39

7

3.8

.01

640

264

64/13/19/3

39

7

3.9

.01

640

258

66/14/18/2

39

7

4.0

.01

620

251

65/14/18/2

40

7

4.1

.01

620

245

66/14/18/2

40

Average

64/13/18/3

37

Whalen

66/22/9/4

17

* cc Og/cc tis-sec.
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In addition, in comparing the first run in group 5 with Whalenrs
distribution, the volume percent of tissue in the three highest tension
ranges matches poorly.

The volume percentage of zeros also exceeds the

empirical result by approximately 50 percent.
The second run in group 6 with a consumption rate in the upper
end of the range best matches Whalen.
range remains poor.

Agreement in the 15-18 mm Eg

Group 6 has a higher velocity than group 5, 500

compared with 380 microns/sec.

The hamster cheek pouch demonstrated

that augmented velocity provides an improved oxygen supply thereby in
creasing tissue tension.

For this reason the consumption rates can be

lower while maintaining essentially the same distributions.
contains isobaric plots of the runs in group 6.
tion increases, the isobars shift to the left.

Figure 29

Notice that as consump
This occurs because the

tissue is consuming more oxygen thus driving down tension levels.
The five combinations not included in Table 8 appear in Table 9;
however, in each case a tissue radius of 20.6 microns has been imposed.
This radius corresponds to a maximum capillary density of 750/mm

2

via a

histological count by Schmidt-Nielson and Pennycuik (106) on the gastro
cnemius -plantar is muscle group of the dog.

It was hoped that reasonable

results could be obtained at this exaggerated radius. Even with this
value, though, the consumption for group 7 is extremely high.
Notice that a greater consumption is required as capillary
radius and velocity increase.

As explained in the hamster study, this

increases oxygen supply and the driving force for mass transfer.

There

fore, consumption must rise in order to maintain the same tension levels.

Radial Distance

in Microns

Tissue Boundary

20

10

15 mm Hg

10 iran Hg

5 mm Hg

0 iran Hg

Capillary Boundary
0
0

Figure 29.

200

400
600
Axial Length in Microns

800
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Hamster Tissue Profile. -- Isobars for varying consumption rate. For each
group of two consumption diminishes from 2.7 to 2.5 • 10“^ cc/cc-sec, from
left to right respectively.

1000
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Notice also that the capillary length is generally less than
1000 microns» With capillary length as a dependent variable, the distri
bution no longer varies uniformly with consumption.

Focusing attention

on the percentage of tissue in the 0-5 mm Hg range, as consumption in
creases (and length decreases) the percentage rises to a maximum value,
fluctuates then ebbs.

At very high consumption rates, it does approach

a maximum as the length approaches zero.

The results tabulated here,

for instance, are the two highest reasonable runs for group 1.
centage of 65 cannot be reached.

A per

The four examples of group 7 further

demonstrate this fluctuation behavior.

In that group for a consumption

rate of 3.7 and 4.2 cc Og/cc tis-sec, the percentage drops off con
siderably (greater than five percent).
A tissue radius of 32 microns was imposed on all nine data com
binations with a purpose of formulating a composite model (Table 10).
This particular radius is the average of the four combinations recorded
in Table 8.

If 32 microns is greater than the tissue radius normally

used for a particular group, a lower consumption rate is required to
achieve matching.

If it is less, an increased rate must be used.

This

can be seen if each of the nine cases is compared with its counterpart
in Tables 8 and 9.

The next section of this chapter includes a discus

sion of these results.

,

The runs marked with an asterisk all come close to Whalen’s
findings.

The values used in these data sets lie close to the means.
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Table 10.

Distribution for Tissue Radius of 32.0.

Run

PBf
(mm Hg)

L
(mic)

B.P.
(mic)

0/0

Z
(%).'

1

.8

.01

300

126

62/16/18/3

38

1
2

.9

.01

280

112

66/13/19/2

40

.9

.02

1000

424

65/15/19/1

36

2

1.0

.01

1000

382

69/14/16/1

42

3

1.1

.06

1000

457

64/17/18/1

30

3

1.2

.03

1000

419

68/17/15/3

35

4

.8

.01

680

284

62/14/19/4

40

4
5**

.9

.01

620

252

65/13/18/3

39

1.7

.23

1000

508

64/20/16/1

20

5**

1.8

.17

1000

480

67/19/14/1

24

6**

2.0

.64

1000

568

63/23/13/1

10

6

2.1

.51

1000

541

66/23/11/1

14

6

2.2

, .41

'1000

516

67/14/18/2

17

7

1.0

.01

980

407

63/14/19/3

38

7

1.1

.01

920

370

65/14/18/2

40

7

1.2

.01

860

340

63/25/10/1

40

8

2.6

.90

1000

595

64/25/11/1

6

8

2.7

.77

1000

572

66/25/9/1

9

9

3.0

1.82

1000

678

63/30/6/1

0

9

3.1

1.65

1000

656

66/28/5/1

0

Average

65/19/15/1

Whalen

66/22/9/4

* cc/cc-sec.
** These runs come close to Whalen's findings.

23
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Two data sets from group 6 were selected to demonstrate the
effect of varying consumption (Table 11).

Group 6 implies a capillary

radius of 3 microns and a velocity of 500 microns/sec.

The original

tissue radius of 29.05 microns is retained in the first set along with
a consumption rate of 2.6 * 10 ^ cc O^/cc tis-sec.
average radius of 32 microns with a rate of 2.1.
selected because they each closely match

The second uses the
These data sets were

Whalen1s findings.

sumption rate was varied from 25 percent up to 1000 percent.
parallel those produced in the hamster study.

The con
The results

Figure 30 contains

selected isobaric plots of the first data set.

Again as consumption

increases, the isobars shift to the left.
The same data sets used in Table 11 were employed in Table 12.
Velocity was varied from 25 percent up to 400 percent of the original
value.

As previously explained, augmented velocity improves oxygen

supply and tissue tension

rises.

Figure 31 contains selected

isobaric

plots from the first data

set (tissue radius = 29.05 microns)

illustrate this phenomena.

Notice that as velocity increases, the

which

isobars shift to the right due to the growing abundance of oxygen.
Table 13 presents

the results of varying the value at

tissue oxygen tension is considered zero.

A tension

which a

of 0.5 mm Eg (as a

function of Whalen8s confidence in his tension measurement) was generally
used.

Here it is contrasted with 0.3 mm Eg.

group 6 are used.

Again the two choices from

The distribution remains unaltered.

However, chang

ing this limit dramatically effects the percentage of zeros.
ment for a limit of 0.5 mm Eg is strongest.

The argu

This value was maintained.
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Table 11.

Varying Consumption.

% Original

PBf
(mm Hg)

L
(mic)

consumption = 2 . 6 • 10

Choice 1:

-4

B.P.
(mic)

z
(%)

0/0

cc Og/cc tis- sec; radius = 29 .05

25

13.28

1000

1000

0/0/64/36

0

50

6.18

1000

1000

11/38/48/3

0

100

.43

1000

531

66/22/12/1

16

200

.01

1000

266

96/4/1/0

56

500

.01

700

106

100/.2/.1/0

79

.01

540

53

100/0/0/0

93

1000

Choice 2:

'

consumption = 2 . 1 • 10

-4

cc Og/cc tis- sec; radius = 32 microns

25

13.16

1000

1000

0/0/67/33

0

50

6.50

1000

1000

11/38/48/3

0

100

.51

1000

541

66/23/11/1

15

200

.02

1000

270

97/3/1/0

55

500

.01

740

108

100/.1/.1/0

80

1000

.01

580

54

100/0/0/0

93
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(A)
5 ram Hg

15 mm Hg
R

c

250

750

500
Z in Microns

1000

(B)

rt

15 mm Hgx^JLO mm Hg
R
c

250

0 mm Hg

5 mm Hg

500
Z in Microns

1000

750

(C)

R,
T

5 mm

10

R

c

10 mm Hg

0

Figure 30.

250

500
Z in Microns

0 mm Hg
750

1000

Consumption Variation Isobars. -- (A) consumption =
1.3 • 10™5 cc/cc sec; (B) consumption = 2.6 • 10"^
cc/cc sec; (C) consumption = 5.2 • 10“-* cc/cc sec.
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Table 12.

7» Original

Choice 1:

Varying Velocity.

PBf
(mm Hg)

L
(mic)

B.P.
(mic)

0/0

Z
(%)

velocity = 500 microns/sec; radius = 29.05 microns

25

.01

400

132

78/13/9/1

47

50

.01

800

266

78/14/8/1

47

100

.43

1000

531

66/22/12/1

16

200

6.18

1000

1000

32/44/23/1

0

400

13.06

1000

1000

0/55/44/1

0

Lee 2:

velocity = 500 microns/sec; radius = 32 microns

25

.01

420

135

79/13/8/1

49

50

.01

840

271

79/14/7/1

49

100

.51

1000

541

66/23/11/1

15

200

6.50

1000

1000

33/46/21/1

0

400

13.16

1000

1000

0/59/40/1

0
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R

t

5 mm Hg

0 ram Hg

R
200

600
400
Axial Distance in Microns

800

1000

R

t

15 mm Hg

10 mm HgX. 5 mm Hg

0 mm Hg

R
200

R

400
600
Axial Distance in Microns

800

1000

t
5 mm Hg

15 mm Hg
R
c

Figure 31.

10 mm Hg

200
400
600
Axial Distance in Microns

800

1000

Velocity Variation Isobars. -- (A) velocity =
250 j^/sec; (B) velocity = 500 |j,/sec; (C) velocity =
1000 n,/sec.
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Table 13.

Zero Level.

Level
(mm Hg)

Zeros
(%)

0/0

Choice 1:

consumption = 2.6 cc/cc-sec and radius = 29.05 microns

.5

66/22/11/3

16

.3

66/22/11/3

8

Choice 2:

consumption = 2.1 cc/cc-sec and radius = 32 microns

.5

66/22/11/3

15

.3

66/22/11/3

6

Discussion
Variations in capillary and tissue radii, consumption, and
velocity were all discussed in Chapter 5.

In that phase of study, the

parameters were varied allowing tension to rise or fall as required.

In

applying this capillary-tissue model to the cat, the oxygen distribution
in the tissue was maintained by adjusting the consumption rate within
reasonable limits.

The investigations where consumption and velocity

were varied stand as exceptions since they were conducted in a fashion
similar to that of the hamster study.
Although radii and velocity variations were generally explored
differently in this chapter, the results follow the same patterns found
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in the hamster study.

In regard to an incremented capillary radius, for

instance, consumption had to be increased to maintain the same distri
bution,

Compare

groups 1, 4, and 7 in Tables 9 and 10 where the radius

varies from 2 to 3 to 4 microns.
and 8 or 3, 6, and 9.

Also in Table 10, compare groups 2, 5,

In the latter case, consumption rose from an

average of 1.15 to 2.10 to 3.05 * 10

-4

,
cc O^/cc tis-sec, respectively.

In the hamster study with consumption held constant, incrementing capil
lary radius raised the tissue tension levels. Here tension levels, were
maintained by incrementing consumption.

^ .4

r^ ,

Similarly, with incremented velocity^consumption must rise to
maintain the distribution.

Compare groups 1, 2

and 3 in Table 9 where

velocity increases from 100 to 380 to 500 microns/sec.

Again in Table

10 groups 1, 2, and 3 or 4, 5, and 6 or 7, 8, and 9 all exemplify this.
As a numerical example, in Table 10 for groups 7, 8, and 9 the average
consumption advances from 1.1 to 2.65 to 3.05 ° 10

-4

cc O^/cc tis-sec,

respectively.
The tissue radius also behaves as previously discovered.

In

muscle tissue for two identical capillaries supplying differently sized
areas, the larger area would have its concentration gradient "smeared
out" if it were to have the same over-all distribution as the smaller.
In terms of Fick1s law with a constant diffusivity, this reduced gradient
causes a decline in mass transfer.

Compounding the situation, the extra

tissue requires additional oxygen.

Therefore, per volume consumption

must be less for the smaller area “in order to maintain the same-distribu
tion as in this larger cylinder.

Comparing the five groups in Table 9
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(tissue radius equal to 20.6 microns) with their counterparts in Table
10 (tissue radius equal to 32.0 microns) shows a significant decrease in
consumption rate in every instance.

In comparing counterparts between

Tables 8 and 10, groups 5 and 6 undergo an increase in tissue radius;
-4
average consumption falls from 2.95 to 1.75 and from 2.6 to 2.1 * 10
cc Og/cc tis-sec, respectively.

But groups 8 and 9 undergo a decrease

in tissue radius; correspondingly, average consumption increases from
2.35 to 2.65 and from 1.95 to 3.05 * 10 ^ cc Og/cc tis-sec, respectively.
This close agreement in behavior with physiological expectations
speaks well of the model.

It should also be noted that the model behaves

properly in several minor ways, too.

For example, within any group in

Tables 8, 9, or 10 (provided capillary length remains constant) as con
sumption increases the final blood tension and inception point of linear
consumption decrease.

The percentage of tissue zeroes increases also.

Intrinsic to each of the goals of this paper is paralleling what
occurs physiologically.

Unfortunately, in studying each of the nine

groups, the tissue is assumed to have only one type of capillary; this
is not the case.

In fact many of the data combinations will not work in

the model, thus the motivation for using a tissue radius of 20.6 microns
for the groups in Table 9.
posite model.

The next logical step is to fashion a com

Three different types will be examined based on various

combinations of the different tables.
First consider an equal combination of the groups (Table 8) that
most closely follow experimental evidence.

The average of these four

(65/24/10/0 with 12 percent zeros) compares better with WhalenTs result
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(66/22/9/4 with 17 percent zeros) than any of them individually except
for group 6,

This type of composite model assumes that the muscle con

tains an equal number of each ofthe four types of capillaries.
Now consider a combination of the nine groups in Tables 8 and 9*
This composite

form also assumes that

of each of the nine types,

This adds

the muscle contains an equal number
the remainder of the data combina

tions, those which are force fitted (tissue radius equal to 20.6 microns),
to the experimentally accurate groups,
comes 65/18/15/2 with 26 percent zeros.

The composite distribution be
While this is not as perfect a

fit as before, the inconsistency in the middle tension ranges prevalent
in Table 9 is gone.
Table 9.

It also matches better than any single group in

This is to be partially expected as the poorer results were

averaged with good ones, but some improvements were made over the first
composite model.

Here all feasible combinations are included and agree

ment is better in the 15-18 mm Hg range.
Finally, suppose that capillary density is fairly uniform rather
than a collection of values.

Intuitively, one would expect the real,

situation to be somewhere in-between, but now to examine this extreme.
An equal combination of the groups in Table 10 yields this type of a
composite model since all groups have the same tissue radius.

The

average distribution of 65/19/15/1 with 23 percent zeros compares well
with Whalen1s findings.
Table 14 compares the results from all three composite forms.
The composite model obtained by averaging the results from Table 8 best
matches Whalen’s findings.

These data were produced by the two groups
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Table 14,

Composite Forms,

Table

Distribution

8

65/24/10/0

12

8 and 9

65/18/15/2

26

10

65/19/15/1

23

Whalen

66/22/13/4

17

Zeros

using means of all parameters and the two using the upper limits of
velocity and capillary radius.

Little can be offered in defense of why

these four data sets work so well.
are unacceptable
small.

However, the other five data sets

because the tissue radius determined for each is too

In addition, the values contained in Tables 9 and 10 result from

data sets using "artificial" tissue radii.

The data sets in Table 8 are

based directly on experimental findings and consequently they best match
the empirical results.
In all three of these composite models and most of the individual
runs, the percentage of tissue in the 15-18 mm Hg range is less than
Whalen’s.

In examining this, it is important to note that in all likeli

hood Whalen made measurements near arterioles (evidenced by his maximum
value of 45 mm Hg),

His distribution used here excludes all of his

values above 18 mm Hg.

Therefore, it is highly suspect that his distri

bution is skewed towards the higher tension ranges.
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The percentage of zeros constitutes -the other major disagreement
between his results and those reported here.

Tremendous significance

should not be attached to this disagreement as the percentage of zeros
calculated by the model is suspect (evidenced by Table 13) and some
question exists concerning Whalen*s determination of zeros.

In addition,

changing the tension level that linear consumption is initiated at will
affect

the percentage of zeros.
As is repeatedly evidenced, the physical dimensions of the system

levy a tremendous effect on results.
of their values a first priority.

This makes accurate determination

In this regard, a closer examination

of calculating a tissue radius should be undertaken.

These and other

ideas are explored in Chapter 7.
Despite these few differences, the over-all model closely
parallels physiological behavior and agrees well with Whalen1s experi
mental results.

In so doing, the two major criteria for the success of

this study are satisfied.

CHAPTER 7

CONSUMMATE FORM

Introduction
Two major directions are open to the modeler of skeletal muscle„
One can either develop a composite form or a form based on mean, values
of all parameters.

The motivation for a composite model originates

from the dispersion of muscle fiber types9 each with its own character
istics (37).

Chapter 2 discusses each type.

To summarize^ in skeletal muscle one capillary supplies several
fibers which may include red, intermediate, and white fiber types (98).
This means that oxygen from one capillary may diffuse twice as far from
one side of the capillary as compared to the other.
this arrangement.

Figure 8 depicts

Therefore, a composite model formed from several

different capillary-tissue cylinders, with each cylinder having uniform
dimensions, does not really represent the morphology of skeletal muscle.
The alternative is a single cylinder.
This lattice work of fiber types that negates a composite repre
sentation lends itself well to description by a single capillary-tissue
cylinder.

First, this direction is uncomplicated and simplicity is one

of the objectives of this paper.

In addition, several arguments support

the usage of mean values.
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First9 a mean value is the best way to describe the actual ir
regular tissue boundary around each capillary.

The only feasible al

ternative is an irregularly shaped region that would be extremely diffi
cult to design or mathematically define.

A mean value is also the best

way to represent the varying flow patterns found in the microcirculation.
Accuracy of this mean flow value representation depends upon the time
frame of variation.

Burton and Johnson (18) report that 65 percent of

the capillaries in the cat sartorius muscle essentially operate at
steady state.

This means that within a 15-second period, all variations

are less than 25 percent of the norm.

Rhythmic behavior occurs in ten

percent and the remaining 25 percent of the capillaries behave wildly
with up to 100 percent variations within a five-second period.

The

rhythmic capillaries can vary from 0 to 130 percent of the norm within
a 10-25 second period.

The time frames then for 75 percent of the

vessels are greater than the limits required for the steady state
assumption as defined in Chapter 4.

Finally, it is preferable to have

a uniform consumption rate throughout the tissue rather than determining
several values based on matching Whalen and Nairfs (119) oxygen distri
bution for each data set.

Since this consummate form depends heavily

upon mean values, their accurate determination is of primary importance.
Both composite and mean value .models were investigated in
Chapter 6, but the results are not completely satisfying.
exist which are examined below.

Some problems

Problem
The distribution determined for cat skeletal muscle does not
satisfactorily match that found by Whalen and Nair (119)»

An analysis

of the groups appearing in Table 8 which are based directly on empiri
cal results will exemplify this.

Among these groups, number 5 uses the

mean parameter values, thus it should most closely match Whalen and
Nair1s distribution.

However, both groups 6 and 8 match better in the

5-10 and 10-15 mm Hg ranges.

Group 6 uses a higher velocity than group

5, and group 8 has a larger capillary radius.
It is not clear why these groups with higher velocity and capil
lary radius produce better results.

These higher values both cause im

proved oxygen delivery, yet they require a consumption rate lower than
that for group 5.

Larger tissue radii allow using these reduced rates.

These discrepancies suggest that the most accurate values for all parame
ters have not been found.

A major thrust of this chapter is to de

termine a more accurate parameter assignment.
The other major thrust in this final phase of study evolves from
newer oxygen distribution results from Whaley, Boerk and'Thuning (118).
They report distributions for three -different flow ranges in nine cat gra
cilis muscles (138 measurements, taken)..
each.

Figure 32 contains histograms of

As would be expected, the volume percent of tissue in the higher

tension ranges increases for the higher flow rates while volume percent
decreases in the lower ranges.
earlier distribution (119).

These data differ markedly from the

Very few low tensions were found.

In fact,

only nine sites had tensions less than 7 ram Hg and no zeros were measured.

Percentage

of Sites

45

30 _

20

—

10

—

A. 0-2
Figure 32.

B. 2-3

C. 3-8

Whalen's New Distributions. — Distribution of oxygen tension in cat gracilis
muscle as a function of blood flow rate (118). A is for 0-2, B is for 2-3,
and C is for 3-8 in 1/100 g-min. The values in the bars show the tension range
in mm Hg.
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Previously, Whalen and Nair (119) reported that almost 60 percent of the
tissue had a tension below 5 mm Eg and that approximately 15 percent of
the tissue contained no measurable oxygen.

Whalen et al. (118) "have no

completely satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy.11 They offer
that denervation in the more recent series or trauma in their previous
work may be partially responsible, but "seasonal variation would seem to
be the more likely explanation for the different results."

This conclu

sion followed the repetition of the previous experiments using three new
cats.

They "found a mean PC^ of 23 + 2 (SE) mm Eg (n = 67), a value

which is also significantly higher than in the earlier experiments and
which is within the lower range of the present series."
This phase of study keys on defining a more accurate parameter
assignment and then using it in the model to see if these newer results
can be predicted.

If the mathematical model predicts the newer distri

butions, then some confidence can be placed in the predicted oxygen
profiles.

,

Model Imp roveme nt s
Two different types of improvements will be made.

First, new

data is examined in order to determine a more accurate parameter value
assignment.

Secondly, the new data requires determining tensions across

a wider range necessitating a different dissociation function.

There

fore, some mathematical changes will be made.
This paper has already shown that results are sensitive to varia
tions in the physical dimensions of the .capillary-tissue cylinder.

New

information has been obtained since the work in Chapter 6 was completed.
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Eriksson and Myrhage (33) report a capillary diameter of 5.3 + .1. (S.D.)
microns and a length of 1015 + 16 (S.E.) microns.
capillary radius at 2.65 rather than three microns.

This places the mean
It also substanti

ates using a length of 1000 microns, especially since variations on the
order of one percent in the length do not produce dramatic effects.
The remaining physical dimension is tissue radius.

This is a

parameter dependent upon blood velocity, flow, and capillary radius.
Assuming a volume per area factor of unity as was previously done
(Equation 6.1) produces considerable error.

The difficulty arose from

converting blood flow per volume (BF^) to a more usable form, blood flow
per area (BF^).

In equation form:

BFy (density) (volume/area) = BF^

(7.1)

or in terms of system parameters

/

ml .
bid

U1

2
tig . nRt L

=

<100 6 - t i . W < 1 m 3t l g ><n R t 2 )

ml bid_____
100 cm2 tls„mln

<7-2)

For the volume per area factor to have a value of unity, capillary
length must be 1 cm rather than the actual 0.1 cm.

Tissue radius will

be re-evaluated in view of this discrepancy.
Blood flow as reported by Burton and Johnson (18) is on a per
volume basis.

Definition of this BF^ takes the following form:
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usnRc2
BF = s / V
TTRt L

(7.3)

This yields a new expression for tissue radius of the form

R

t

= R sqrt(6 u /BF )
c n
s
v

(7.4)

3
for a capillary length of 1000 microns and a tissue density of 1 gm/cm .
BF^ is in Burton and Johnson's (18) units (ml bid/100 gm tis-min) and
velocity has units of microns/second.

This new expression yields radii

over three times (10 ) larger than did Equation 6.1, quite significant.
The value of blood velocity from Burton and Johnson (18) should
also be re-examined for use in this consummate model.

The mean of 380

microns/second reported by them is based on 57 observations.

Three of

these (two in the 1000-1100 range and one in the 1800-1900 range) lie
far to the right of all of the other values (range of 0-800 microns/
second).

These three highest values will be excluded based on the

following arguments.
First, a "rule of thumb" data check assigns the deviations of
these three values to sources other than random variations.

In order to

test a suspected value, an "average deviation" (d) is calculated based
on all of the data points per Equation 7.5.

d = “ E ^

- x)

(7.5)
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If the difference between the mean and the suspected value, x? , exceeds
four times this deviation, the suspected value is excluded.

In equation

form:

|x? - x| > 4 d

(7.6)

Secondly, Burton and Johnson (18) report that 25 percent of the vessels
had wildly divergent flow behavior (variations of 100 percent in less
than five seconds).

Since this study is based on average behavior, not

abnormalities and since these values appear spurious, they will be ignored.
The remaining 54 observations yield a mean value of 330 + 90
(S.D.) microns/second.

The velocity now ranges between 240 and 420

microns/second for 67 percent of the capillaries.
Previously, oxygen consumption ranged between rather broad
limits (10 ^ up to 3 - 10 ^ cc O^/cc tis-sec).
determined by matching Whalen's distribution.

A specific value was
Empirically fixing the

consumption rate is preferable to this matching procedure.

Whalen

et al. (118) report a dependence of consumption rate on blood flow as
shown in Figure 33.

They varied the flow rate from 0.5 to 8.0 ml/100 gm-

min via raising the perfusion pressure from 20 to 160 mm Hg in nine cat
gracilis muscles.

This same study yielded the new distributions.

Con

sumption ranges from 0.83 up to 7.65 ' 10 ^ cc 0o/cc tis-sec.
Oxygen consumption may now be fixed as a function of blood flow
rate.

This removes all degrees of freedom from the model.

In other

words, the values of all parameters are fixed based on physiological

Oxygen

consumption

in ml/100

g-min

0.45

.3

.2

.1

0
0

Figure 33.

2

4
Blood Flow in ml/100 g-min

6

7.5

Consumption Rate. -- This illustrates oxygen consumption rate as a function of
blood flow in cat gracilis muscle. Redrawn (118).
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data.

This is a very rigid experimental procedure especially since only

the mean values of each parameter are used.
Better values can also be determined for three other parameters,
the inlet tension, the bound oxygen constant, and the diffusion coeffi
cient .
Duling (29) believes that capillary inlet tension levels are
much higher than 18 mm Hg

in cat skeletal muscle. He proposes that

entering blood is 80 percent
55 mm Hg.

saturated which corresponds to a tension of

This new value

is used in this phase of

Previously, 0.204

cc O^/cc bid was used as

oxygen that could be bound in the blood.

study.
the maximumamountof

This value is for human blood

(56) with a hemoglobin concentration of 15.4 gm Hb/100 ml bid.

Cat

blood has only 11.2 gm which yields a maximum bound oxygen constant of
0.148 cc Og/cc bid.
Finally, diffusivity information will be reviewed.

Krogh (70)

reported a coefficient of 740 microns^/second at 20°C, but cat body
temperature is 37°C.

Assuming that the ratio of muscle diffusivity to

that of water remains constant with temperature, this value becomes
1600 microns^/second at 35°C, which is sufficiently close to 37°C con
sidering the other sources of error.

Reneau et al. (96) use 1700 and

Gonzales-Fernandez and Atta (42) use 1500.

For these reasons a value

2
of 1600 microns /second is used for oxygen diffusion throughout the
tissue.

Application
Incorporation of most of this new information into the capillary
tissue model amounts to little more than changing the values of the
parameters.

However, the new inlet tension of 55 mm Hg invalidates an

assumption concerning the dissociation curve of oxyhemoglobin.
34 depicts the curve from a tension of 0 up to 60 mm Hg.

Figure

The parabola

previously used cannot accurately represent the curve above a tension of
about 35 mm Hg as the dashed line indicates.

This makes it necessary to

follow previous patterns (56) and employ Hill's (53) equation,

k Pbn

rather than the parabolic representation given by Equation 4.45.
Incorporation of this function into the model is straightforward
Substituting Equation 7.7 into Equation 4.45, the blood tension expres
sion, yields an implicit expression for blood tension in the following
form:

1+ k P
a

1 + k P,
b

n) +

s

" ra)2
R
c

(7-8)

This implicit expression may be readily solved by a Newton-Raphson con
vergence technique (19).

Rearranging Equation 7.8 yields:
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Figure 34.

20
40
Oxygen Tension in nun Hg

60

Cat Dissociation Curve. -- Dissociation curve for
oxyhemoglobin in cat blood at pH = 7.4 (7).
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Solution proceeds as follows.

An initial value for

is estimated and

then a new value calculated according to the following formula:

P

n

= P. - f/f

(7.10)

d

where f' is the derivative of f with respect to P^.

Since this iterative

process is independently conducted at each axial position, z may be con
sidered a constant at any one site.

To complete the solution an accept

able difference, dif, is chosen and convergence occurs when

dif > |Pn - Pb |

(7-11)

This new procedure was substituted into the model.
the initial guess was P^.

At z = 0

For subsequent z the value at the previous

position was used. Again after tension reached the critical limit of
5 mm Hg, Jobsis (60) reports a value of 4-6 mm Hg, the equations for
linear consumption were employed.

Since a parabolic representation of

the dissociation curve is still valid in this tension region, its usage
was retained.
A computer listing of this final form of the model appears in
Appendix C along with some sample results and supporting information.

Presentation of Results
Whalen et al. (118) report tissue tension from 138 sites in nine
cat gracilis muscles.

Experiments were conducted as outlined in Chapter

6, except that the muscles were denervated and isolated although in vivo
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conditions were maintained.

Specifically, the microelectrode was raised

and lowered 125 micron increments at one site for each particular per
fusion pressure.

The pressure was then changed, a new site chosen, and

the muscle allowed to reach steady state before repeating the measuring
process.

They grouped their data into three flow regimes as presented

in Table 15.

The distribution ranges are 0-10/10-20/20-30/30-40/above

40 mm Hg.

The middle range will be examined first.

Table 15.

Whalen's New Distributions.

BF
(ml/100 g-min)

Sample Size

Distribution
(%)

0-2

50

13/38/22/13/13

2-3

51

10/22/24/22/22

3-8

37

0/19/21/19/41

If the means of all parameters are used in the model, the
distribution should match this middle range. Table 16 compares four
different data sets.
O^/cc tis-sec.

Oxygen consumption units are actually 10

-5

cc
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Table 16.

Middle Range Distributions.

Data
Set

BF
(ml/100 g-min)

C
(cc/cc sec)

1

2.1

3.3

11/28/27/20/15

2

3.0

5.0

16/27/25/18/15

3

3.2

5.0

9/28/26/21/16

4

3.2

5.2

13/27/25/20/15

Whalen1s

Distribution
(%)

10/22/24/22/22

For each of these sets, the following mean values were used:
R =2.65 microns
c

L = 1000 microns

ug = 330 mic/sec

o
D = 1600 mic /sec

Pa = 55 mm Hg

= 3.42 * 10 ^ cc O^/cc bld-mm Eg

Table 17 contains the calculated tissue radii and final blood
tensions. The "critical" column contains the volume percent of tissue
having a tension below the critical level of 5 mm Hg.

The average

volume percent, including the zeros, is 1.1 percent which corresponds
to about two sites out of 138, exactly the number found in the tissue
(118).
The last data set exclusively uses the means of all the parame
ters.

The value for consumption is determined from Figure 33 which is

based on Whalen's relationship between blood flow and consumption rate.
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Table 17.

Middle Range Data.

Data
Set

BF
(ml/100 g-min)

C
(cc/cc sec)

Rt
(mic)

1

2.1

3.3

81.4

11.5

0.0

2

3.0

5.0

68.1

8.4

2.4

3

3.2

5.0

65.9

11.8

0.0

4

3.2

5.2

65.9

9.9

2.0

*bf
(mm Hg)

Critical
(v/o)

The rates for data sets 1 and 2 were also determined in this manner.
The 5.0 rate used in set 3 corresponds to the upper limit for the 2-3
flow range according to Figure 33.

All other parameters have their

mean values as defined above.
These data sets are not arbitrarily chosen.

The first data

set derives its blood flow rate from the mean flow rate minus one
standard deviation.

The blood flow rate in set 2 is the upper limit

of the flow range, consequently this data set was included.

As men

tioned, the last set exclusively uses mean values.
All four data sets agree well with Whalen's distribution in the
2-3 blood flow range. All predicted distributions have a low volume
percent in the 0-10 mm Hg range followed by an 11-19 percentage points
jump up to the 10-20 mm Hg range corresponding to the empirical distri
bution's jump of 12.

In addition, Whalen et al. (118) did not find any

tissue sites with a tension of zero and the model also predicts no zeros.
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The agreement of actual numerical values is also good as Figure 35
illustrates.
The major discrepancies occur in numerical matching the 10-20
and 40-55 mm Hg ranges.

Values vary an average of six percentage

points from the empirical results which comprise a 27 percent error.
In the lower blood flow range, 0-2 ml/100 g-min, three types of
data sets were chosen.

Table 18 contains the results where all parame-

ters have the standard units.

Table 18.

Lower Range Distributions.

Data
Set

BF
(ml/100 g-min)

us
(mic/sec)

1

0.5

240

.83

14/27/25/20/15

2

0.5

330

.83

20/27/23/19/11

3

1.0

240

1.7

15/26/25/19/15

4

1.0

330

1.7

20/26/23/17/13

5

2.0

330

3.3

16/27/25/19/14

6

2.1

330

3.4

14/27/26/19/15

Whalen1s

C
(cc/cc-sec)

Distributions
(%)

13/38/22/13/13

45
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Middle Range Distributions. -- Comparison of (A) distribution of Whalen et al. (118) to
those calculated from (B) data set #1 and (C) data set #4 from Table 16. Values
in the bars show the tension ranges in mm Hg.
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The first type (sets 2, 4, and 5) uses a blood flow rate within
the lower range limits, a corresponding consumption rate via Figure 33,
and mean values for all other parameters.

The second type (set 6) uses

one standard deviation below the mean for blood flow and the means for
all other parameters.

Sets 1 and 3 in the remaining group are identical

with sets 2 and 4, respectively, except that the velocity has a value
one standard deviation below the mean.

This adjustment is justified

since in the experimental situation the lower flow rates occurred in
the same microcirculatory bed as the higher ones, and although capillary
density fell, blood velocity probably diminished also.
Table 19 contains data pertinent to this question of decreasing
velocity.

In comparing sets 1 and 2, capillary density decreases from

16 to 11/mm^ because of the higher velocity (this is a consequence of
Equation 7.4).
density of 40/mm

Experiments for this muscle in the dog suggest a low
2

(111).

This implies that set 1 has a better parameter

value assignment than does set 2.

Also set 3 is superior to set 4 with

densities of 33 and 22, respectively.
The improved accuracy in parameter assignment yields distribu
tions that better match Whalen's for sets 1 and 3.
match well.
results.

Sets 5 and 6 already

Figure 36 compares these better data sets with Whalen's

Agreement is good.

All of the distributions have the same

profile with the peak occurring in the 10-20 mm Hg range. Unfortunately,
a 29 percent difference exists between these maximums.

This is perhaps

attributable to difficulty in determining an accurate low range velocity.
Once again the model predicts no tensions of zero in the tissue which
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Table 19.

Lower Range Data.

Rt
(mic)

Pbf
(mm Hg)

Critical
(v/o)

.83

142.2

8.5

2.4

.83

166.8

13.2

6.9

1.7

100.6

6.9

2.5

330

1.7

117.9

6.9

7.2

2.0

330

3.3

83.4

9.0

2.4

2.1

330

3.4

81.4

9.9

2.0

Data
Set

BF
(ml/100 g-min)

"s
(mic/sec)

1

0.5

240

2

0.5

330

3

1.0

240

4

1.0

5

6

C
(cc/cc-sec)

of Tissue
Percent
Volume

A. Whalen
Figure 36.

B. Data Set #1

C. Data Set #6

Lower Range Distributions. -- Comparison of (A) distribution of Whalen et al. (118)
to
those calculated from (B) data set #1 and (C) data set #6 from Table 18.
Values in the bars show the tension ranges in mm Eg.
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agrees exactly with experimental evidence.

These distributions do pre

dict that 3.9 percent of the tissue has a tension below 5 mm Hg which
moderately agrees with Whalen’s value of 1.5 percent.

Actually, the

average for all three flow regimes is more relevant and will be dis
cussed in the next section.
The upper range comprises a divergent group of blood flow rates,
3-8 ml/100 g-min.

Among the seven data sets listed in Table 20 are five

with somewhat arbitrary flow rates of 4-8 in increments of 1 (sets 2, 4,
5, 6, and 7).

These were chosen primarily to completely cover the

spectrum of values.

Set 1 contains all mean values, and set 3 has a

flow rate one standard deviation above the mean.

The consumption rate

for each set derives its value from Figure 33.
Again, all other parameters are set equal to their mean value.
Despite this higher flow range, velocity is left unaltered as capillary
density easily remains within acceptable limits with a range of 72 to
183/mm

2

(for tissue radii of 65.9 and 41.7 microns, respectively).

Table 21 presents the calculated tissue radii yielding this range.

This

time less than 0.3 percent of the tissue has a tension below the critical
limit and this value arises solely from a set whose distribution is
markedly different from the others.

The second set differs slightly,

also.
This difference between the first two sets and the remaining
five proves most interesting.

While set 1 was initially included in the

middle range where its distribution fits in with the others in Table 18
its mean flow rate of 3.2 places it in this higher group.

Whalen et al.
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Table 20.

Upper Range Distributions.

Data
Set

BE
(ml/100 g-min)

C
(cc/cc-sec)

1

3.2

5.2

2

4.0

6.05

4/29/28/21/18

3
4

4.3

6.26

1/29/29/22/18

5.0

6.7

0/23/32/25/20

5

6.0

7.0

0/ 9/37/29/25

6

7.0

7.65

0/ 0/39/32/28

7

8.0

7.65

0/19/21/19/41

Table 21.

Data
Set

Distribution
(%)
13/27/25/20/15

Upper Limit Data.

BE
(ml/100 g-min)

C
(cc/cc-sec)

Rt
(mic)

Pbf
(mm Eg)

Critical
(v/o)

1

3.2

5.2

65.9

9.9

2.0

2

4.0

6.05

59.0

13.2

0

3

4.3

6.26

56.9

14.6

0

4

5.0

6.7

52.7

17.4

0

5

6.0

7.0

48.1

21.1

0

6

7.0

7.65

44.6

22.7

0

7

8.0

7.65

41.7

25.7

0
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(118) observed a definite shift in the oxygen distribution as the flow
rate increased.

This will be discussed in greater detail later5 but a

noticeable change in the model's predicted distribution occurs during
the blood flow transition from 3*2 to 4.3 ml/100 g-min.
distribution somewhere in-between.

Set 2 has a

Two characteristics indicate this

transition.
First, at these higher flow rates which augment oxygen supply to
the tissue, the tissue tension never falls below 10 mm Hg.
predicts this exact occurrence.

The model

Secondly, the maximum in the distribu

tion shifts to the right with increasing flow rate.

Table 15 illustrates

this shift as Whalen et al. (118) report that the peak moved from the
10-20 mm Hg range to the 20-30 and finally to the 40 and above range for
flow rates of 0-2, 2-3, and 3-8 ml/100 g-min, respectively.

This same

pattern occurs in Table 20. For flow rates of 3.2 and 4.0 (sets 1 and 2)
most of the tissue lies in the 10-20 mm Hg range.

Then as the flow rate

increases, the maximum moves to the 20-30 mm Hg range (sets 3-6).
Finally* at the maximum flow rate of 8, most of the tissue has a tension
in the 30-40 mm Hg range.

While this does not agree perfectly with

Whalen's et al. (118) results where the 40 and above range is dominate,
the pattern is the same.

Discussion
A closer examination of Figure 32 reveals a somewhat unnatural
characteristic in the oxygen distribution found by Whalen et al. (118).
The distribution for the 0-2 flow range (32-A) has a distinctive peak,
•

°

and the volume percent of tissue falls off in a "nice" fashion in both
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directions.

The two highest ranges do contain identical values, but

this could be due to the larger tension range covered by the last
classification (40 mm Hg and above).

Then in the 2-3 group (32-B) the

distribution is merely a step change from ten percent to around 22
percent.

This behavior also occurs for the higher flow rates (32-C)

where two step changes occur with the three middle ranges each contain
ing approximately 20 percent.

In the sweep from 0 to 41 percent, one -

would anticipate a gradual rise.

No ready explanation exists for this

step change behavior.
A portion of the explanation may evolve from two characteristics
of the experiments.

First, many of the flow rates viewed by Whalen

et al. (118) are. extremes in comparison to normal undisturbed tissue
behavior.

The mean flow rate is 3.2 + 1 . 1 (S.D.) (18) which means that

67 percent of the microcirculatory bed has a flow rate between 2.1
and 4.3 ml/100 g-min.
1.0 and 5.4.

Moreover, 98 percent of the bed operates between

This demonstrates that substantial portions of Whalen’s

data in the upper and lower flow ranges represents only the most extreme
conditions in undisturbed resting muscle.
Whalen et al. (118) obtained these extreme rates by first isolat
ing the femoral artery so that it exclusively supplied the gracilis
muscle and then varying perfusion pressure with a micrometer-controlled
clamp on a section of inserted Silastic tubing (the artery was cannulated
anterior to the gracilis and 7-11 inches of tubing inserted).
ated a somewhat unnatural condition for the muscle.

This cre
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This absolute control over flow rate causes another problem.
Artificially controlling the perfusion pressure makes it difficult to
determine when the muscle is actually operating at its mean values.
This may also be part of the reason for the minor discrepancies between
the model1s predictions and experimental results.
In conclusion to this question of step changes, the empirical
distributions do not seem totally natural.

This questionable behavior

is probably partially caused by the inclusion of extreme flow rates and
somewhat unnatural operating conditions.

It is doubtful that these ex

perimental conditions have much more than minor effects.

With this in

view, the model has done an excellent job in predicting oxygen distribu
tion in the tissue as it matches experimental behavior rather well.
One other related factor probably prevents an even closer match
ing between experiment and theory.

A very rigid parameter value assign

ment was adhered to in this phase of study.

Slight alterations in

velocity or consumption rate for instance would have improved the agree
ment of results.

In view of the wide divergence in flow rates, it seems

strange to expect velocity to remain at a mean value because of the
dependent relationship between velocity and flow rate.

Figure 33 also mani

fests the variations in consumption rates at each flow rate.

Variations

in both of these parameters were excluded in order to create a
more rigorous format for predicting empirical results.

It is hoped that

this enhances the model1s credence.
Despite this rigorous treatment, the model performs rather well.
Three characteristics validate this conclusion

First, the profiles of
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corresponding distributions have similar shapes; numerical agreement is
generally very close also.

Secondly, the model predicts exactly the

same number of sites having tensions below 5 mm Hg as Whalen et al.
(118) found.

They report 2 out of 138 sites „

The model predicts that

1.7 percent of the tissue has a tension in this hypoxic range (over-all
average of all three flow ranges).

This corresponds to 2 out of 138

sites.
Finally, the trends of the empirical and theoretical distribu
tions are identical.

Whalen's distribution tended to flatten out as

blood flow increased from its lowest value.

The volume percent of tis

sue in the 0-10 mm Hg range steadily dropped until it reached zero.
As the flow rate continued to increase, the distribution's peak shifted
to the right.

The theoretical results reported here behave similarly.

In the model, the volume percent of tissue in the 0-10 mm Hg range
falls to zero as the flow rate increases and the distribution's peak
shifts farther to the right.

In fact, a definite change in distribution

profile occurs in both the empirical and theoretical cases as the flow
rate increases from the middle to the upper range.

A comparison between

data sets 1 and 4 in Table 20 manifests this distinct change in profile.
The same distinction exists between Whalen's distributions for the
two highest flow ranges recorded in Table 15.
In view of these arguments, reasonable confidence can be placed
in the model's predictive ability.

A major item of interest in dis

cussions of oxygen is the profile in the tissue.

Data set 4 in Table

16 exclusively uses the means of all parameters, and it is felt that

R

t

Radial position

10 mm Hg

40 mm
R

c

Figure 37.

20 mm Hg

750
500
Axial Length in Microns
Consummate Oxygen profile. -- Isobars based on Data set #4 in Table
16 which exclusively uses the means of all parameters including blood
flow.
250

0

30 mm Hg

1000
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it provides the best general description of oxygen profile in the tissue
surrounding an individual capillary.
plot based, on this data set.

Figure 37 contains an isobaric

The tension at

and z = 0 is the inlet
\

condition of 55 mm Eg; the lethal corner (R

and z = 1000) has a tension

between 0 and 5 mm Hg,
The model has undergone many changes before reaching this final
form.

Much work has been devoted to maintaining both simplicity and true

representation of animal morphology and physiology.

Both the transport

mechanisms involved in distributing oxygen and the resultant profiles
have been investigated.

It is hoped that this investigation will pro

vide some insight into oxygen's role in autoregulation and that this
model may be used in other applications.

Suggestions for Future Work
\
Several different refinements and extensions of the model could

be undertaken in future work.

These are presented below.

of these have been previously investigated, a few are hew.

While many
One important

consideration that will greatly affect modeling results is the use of
actual capillary hemotocrit.

Some of these suggestions; depend upon

extensive physiological investigations, and herein lies a concept fun
damental to all of the ideas listed below.

Improvement in micro-

circulatory description will follow increased interaction between phy
siologists, especially experimentalists, and engineers.
1.

The amount of bound oxygen contained in blood, which is defined
by hematocrit, has been assumed constant throughout this study.

Two phenomena affecting bound oxygen need to be discussed.
First5 the equilibrium curve for oxyhemoglobin shifts as
a function of the concentration of carbon dioxide, or more
rigorously as a function of pH.

A decrease in pH, corresponding

to a higher concentration of carbon dioxide, causes the dis
sociation curve depicted in Figure 11 to shift to the right.
This is called the Bohr shift.
The Bohr shift reduces the oxygen-binding capacity of whole
blood.

Therefore, during exercise when oxygen consumption mul

tiplies, the augmented production of carbon dioxide reduces
the total amount of oxygen that can be transported in the blood.
When consumption variations were made herein no provision
was.made for this shift.

Inclusion of this phenomenon would

affect results in all applicable situations.
Hematocrit varies throughout the circulation.

Levy and Share

(75) provide a good explanation of the theory of hematocrit
variation.

Capillary hematocrit may be only one-third of the

systemic hematocrit found in large arteries (63).

This comprises

a significant reduction in hemaglobin concentration and therefore
in oxygen-binding capacity of blood.
N, the binding capacity of blood, has been based on systemic
hematocrit.

However, a reduction in hematocrit could be ac

complished by multiplying N by the appropriate factor.

Inclusion

of this factor would generally lower tension levels and would

slightly depress the dominance of the axical convection of bound
oxygen term in the blood equation (Equation 4.31).

However,

this has been partially taken into account as convection of
both bound and free oxygen were included in the model*

Future

work should include this factor.
A limiting factor throughout this study has been accurate deter
mination of parameter values.

Using data from several different

muscles injects potential error.

Values for the important para

meters were obtained from three different muscles, and although
they are similar in fiber content, they each possess distinct
characteristics.

Furthermore, the inlet tension was taken from

still another source.

Higher quality results should ensue

if the parameter assignment were specific to the muscle under
investigation*
An improved parameter assignment should also partially eliminate
the difficulty arising from the interdependence among consumption
rate, blood flow, velocity, and inlet tension.

The total prob

lem will not be solved, however^ until autoregulation is more
thoroughly understood because this interdependence is funda
mental to autoregulatory behavior.
Apelblat et al. (2) included a conically shaped capillary in
their study.

The measurements of Eriksson and Myrhage (33)

substantiate this geometry.

Although cone geometry will complicate

the mathematics, it should be employed in a more thorough
0investigation.

A review of Gauthierfs (40) distinguishing characteristics
among the three basic fiber types calls attention to the sim
plification involved in assuming homogeneous tissue regions.
In reality, a given capillary may serve all three types of cells.
Each capillary is different, however, making inclusion of these
morphological and physiological variations difficult.
Attempts at more accurate capillary description lead to the
formulation of composite models.
models are foreseen.
capillaries.

Two generations of composite

The first will incorporate several adjacent

The second generation will apply to whole muscles.

Perhaps it will include the characteristics of individual capil
laries as well as the interaction among all of the vessels in
the muscle.
These composite models would also have to include the affects
of arterioles and venules because they are not impermeable
vessels.

The effects of these vessels could also be included

in a modification of the current model.
In summary then, future work could include:
The shift of the dissociation curve as a function of pH.
Actual capillary hematocrit.

^

A parameter assignment intrinsic to the muscle under description.
A working definition of the interdependence among parameters.
Conical capillary geometry.
The diverse characteristics of muscle fibers.
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7,

Composite models applying over large tissue regions.

8.

The effects of arterioles and venules.

APPENDIX A

DISSOCIATION FUNCTIONS

An analytical expression had to be determined for the oxyhemo
globin dissociation curve for use in the computer programs.

As already

mentioned, the curve for the golden hamster is essentially linear in the
region of interest (0-18 mm Hg) and the linear expression

9 = 0.019 Pb - 0.05

(1)

matches Ulrich et al.'s (115) experimental report withbetter than 95
percent confidence (results of Multiple Linear Regression analysis).
For the cat a parabola was employed for the lower tension
ranges (less than 30 mm Hg) in earlier efforts; the results of which
appear in Chapter 6.

The expression has the form:

9 = 3.18 • 10"4Pb2 + 2.45 • 10"3Pb + 8.57 • 10~4

Again a 95 percent confidence limit was used.
For the higher tension ranges (up to 55 mm Hg) discussed in
Chapter 7, Hill's (53) equation was used.

k Pbn
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It has the form:

(2)
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Rearrangement yields:

0/(1 - 9) = k Pbn

(4)

The constants, k and n, may now be determined by a regression analysis
by taking the logarithm of the expression.

Cat blood dissociation

data from Bartels and Harms (7) requires the following constants at the
95 percent confidence level:

k = 4.27 • 10"4

n = 2.18

These values were used in all computer runs.

APPENDIX B

HAMSTER PROGRAM

The parameters employed in this program agree with those of the
text.

All computer results have been deleted as a typical run produces

five pages of output.

However, Table A-l contains a portion of the out

put from the standard, run #1.

Table A-l.

Z
(p.)

Hamster Computer Results.

Pb
(mm Hg)
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r
(p.)

Pt
(mm Hg)

2.5

18.00

5.0

17.39

10.0

16.82

15.0

16.55

20.0

16.42

25.0

16.38
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PROGRAM
DATA

GLDHAKi INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPEl= INPUT,TAPE2=OUTPUT)

BN,PA/.00387,18./

PARAMETER

SET

UP

5 READ (1,100) R C , R T , C , D S F , S B , U S , L , I R
OS = 0 , 0 3 4 8
IF ( I R . E G o O ) GO T O 30
R C2 = RC * RC
RT2 = RT * RT
'; DS * D S * D S F
‘FB = (1.0 - R T 2 / R C 2 ) * C / ( U S * ( S B 4 BN) )
FT « C / ( 2 . 0 * D S )
HEADING
WRITE

(2,220)

EVALUATION

OF

I R , R C , R T , L , P A , C , U S , S 3 , DS
BLOOD

TENSION

L = L + 1
DO 20 K = 1 , L , 2 5

2 ^ K-l
PB » PA f F G * Z
IF ( P B . L T . O . ) PB = 0.
W R I T E (2 , 2 0 0 ) Z , P B , R C , P B
EVALUATION

OF

TISSUE

TENSION

10

DO 20 M - 1 , 1 0
V n M
RF = V * R T / 1 0 .
IF ( R C . G E o R T ) GO TO 10
PT = PB. + F T * ( ( R F * R F IF ( P T . L T . G . ) PT = 0.
W R I T E ( 2, 2 1 0 ) R F , P T
20 C O N T I N U E
GO TO 5
0 CONTINUE

10 0
20 0
21 0
220

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT

2
3

4
5

6
END

RC2)/2.0

-

RT2*AL0G(RF/RC))

( 5 F 1 0 . 0 , F 5 t 0,215)
(/10X,4(F9,2,5X))
(3eX,2(F9.2,,5X))
(1 H 1 , l O X ^ R U N N O . * 1 5 / / 1 1 X * P A R A M E T E R A S S I G N M E N T * 9 X * R C *
6 X * R T * 9 X * l * 1 0 X * P A * 1 0 X * C v l 0 X ' U J S * 1 0 X * S 6 * 1 2 X * D S * / 36X
,2(F6.1,5X),I5,6X,F6.1,5X,F7*5,5X,F6.1,5X,F9.7,
5X,
F 7 . 5 / / / 1 1 X * A X I A L D I S T * 7X * B L 0 3 D * 6X ^ R A D I A L D I S T * 5 X
^TISSUE*
/ 13X
I C R O N S * 8X * M M H G * SX * M I C R O N S * 8X
* M M H G * /)

APPENDIX C

CAT PROGRAM

The parameters employed in this program agree with the text.
Only the main program appears here; five supporting subroutines are also
required.

Two of these determine tensions below the critical level.

The remaining three evaluate the Bessel functions for specific arguments.
Some representative results also appear. Run #1 corresponds to
Data set 6 in Table 18; Run #2 to Data set 4 in Table 16; and Run #3 to
Data set 4 in Table 20,

Output includes the parameter assignment, the

oxygen distribution histogram, and a table showing the actual tension
throughout the'tissue cylinder.

These three runs each required less than

a second of computational time.
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PROGRAM F R E C U iNPUT, OUT P U T , T A P E 1 = I N P U 7 > T A P E 2 = 0 U T P U T )

REAL NN
DIMENSION H I S T (15), J0T(112>, PER(15), BAR(21,15),
COMMON DS, VA, VB,VO,SU,RC,RT,PC
DATA S3, NN,H,G/0. 0000342,0.14364,2.179, 0.0004271/
-INITIALIZING
IRS = 0
DO 1 IS0=1,21
K O L <ISO)= ( I S Q - 1 )*50
JOT( 1)=1
H.N=H-1.0
G * 1 Q /G
FNS=NN/SB
00.2

1= 2 , 1 1 2

JOT(I)=0
READ (1,29) IR, L, LS, PC,RC, US, C, PA,-D,.BF
IF (RC.EQ.O.) GO TO 25
I .50=1
L I TE.B * 0
LJTcT=0
T0T=0.
ZERO=C.
PSN=PA
STP*1.0
V A * 1 -43 3 3
VB-11.65
25=2000.0
N -1 ♦ 0 + (P A— 0 «001 ) / 5. 0
DO 5 1= 1 , N
DO 4 K=l,21
BAR(K,I)=-RC
H I S T (I )= 0< 0
DS=D*S3
RT=RC*SQRT(US*6.0/BF)
RR*{RT*RT)/(RC*RC)
SU=US*S3
PAH=PA**H
THA = P A H / (G + P A H )
V 0 * C/OS
V1=C * (1.0-RR)/SU
V 2 = V 0/2.0
L = L-fLS

EV A L UA T I O N

LOOP

FOR ENT I RE

DO 21 I = L S , L , L S
Z=I-LS
EVALUATE

BLOOD TENSI ON

IF ( LITEBoG T.O )
PB=PSN

GO TO 10

CAPILLARY

K0L(21)
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PBH=PB**H
Th=P5H/(G*rPBH)
F * P 3 — P A + F N S* { IH-THA)-Vl*Z
PBHN=P3**HN
DF»1, C+( H*PBHN/(G + P B H ) - F B H * H * P B H N / ( 6 + P B H j * * 2 . 0 J^FNS
PBNaPB-F/DF
IF ( PB.No IE »0.0) PBN = 0. 00001
. 0IF*ABS(PB-PBN)
IF (D I F . G T . 0.001) GO TO 6
IF (PB.GT.PC) GO TO 11
BREAK

7
8
9

POINT

LOCATION

PBN*PC
Z6S=Z
XLS=LS
Z^Z-XLS
XLS»XLS/10.C
Z ~ 1 +Xi5
P B* P BN
PSH=PB**H
;
TH*PBH/(G+P3H)
F = P B — P A + F N S * ( TH— T H A )— V 1* Z
F GHN=P6&*HN
0F*1. 0 + CH + P B H N / (G + P B H ) - P BH*H*PBHN/(G + PBH)**2.0)*FNS
PfiN«?'3— F/DF
IF (PBN.LE.O.C) PBN*0.C0001
DIF=ABS(PB-PBN)
IF ( D I F . G T .0.001) GO TO 9
IF (PO.GT.PC) GO TO 8
IF (XLS.GE.0.1) GO TO 7
PBD*P3
Z 33Z

z = zns

CALL P3ALT (PBO,Z,Za,LITEB,PB)
IN=? B ~ o : 0001
-IN=IN/5
PTLM=5*N
PT = PC
R F I~ R C
RF*RC
GO TO 14
EVALUATION OF BLOOD TENSION LESS
10

CALL

LIMIT

P 3 A L T (PBO,Z,ZB,LITEB,PS)

SET UP FOR TISSUE

11

THAN THE CRITICAL

REGION

PTO-PB.
I N=P0 - O , 00001
IN=IN/5
PTLM=5tIN
R F I»R C
. RFaRC
EVALUATION LOOP

FOR TISSUE

TENSION AT SPECIFIC AXIA L " P O S I T I O N
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12

RF=RF+STP
IF ( R r . G T . R T ) GO. T O 18
IF ( L I T E T o G T « 0 ) G O TO 1 5
E V A L U A T I O N OF T I S S U E

TENSION

P T = P B + V 2 * ( ( R F * R F - R C * R C ) / 2 . 0 - R T * R T * A L 0 G ( R F / R C ) If
D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF R A D I A L P O S I T I O N A T S P E C I F I E D
13

TENSION LEVELS '

IF ( P T V L T . 0 . 5 ) P T = 0 . 0
IF ( P T . G T . P T L M ) G O TO 12
IF ( S T P . L T . 0 . 0 0 5 ) G O T O 16
RF=PF-STP
STP=STP/10.0
'
G O T O 12
E V A L U A T I O N OF T I S S U E T E N S I O N L E S S T H A N T H E C R I T I C A L L I M I T

14
‘ 15

RFO^RF
PTO=PT
C A L L P T A L T ( PTO> RFOj> RF, LIT ETj> PT )
G O TO 13
E V A L U A T I O N OF

16

V O L U M E IN E A C H R E G I O N

INN=IN+1

McZ
IF ( M . E Q . K O L ( I S O ) ) B A R ( I S O , I N N ) = R F
IF ( P T L M . E Q . O . O ) GO TO 17
HIST(INN)=HIST(INN;+RF*2F-RFI*RFI
S T ? - 1 o0
RFI=RF
IN=IN-1
PTLM=IN*5
PC2=PC-5.0 .
IF ( P T L M • E Q . PC 2) G O TO 14
G O T O 12 .

F I N A L P H A S E OF T I S S U E
17
18

LOOP

ZERO=RT*RT-RF*RF+ZERO
INN=IN+1
HIST(INN)=HIST(INN)+RT*RT-RFI*RFI
S TP r 1« 0
E N D OF T I S S U E L O O P
P R E P A R A T I O N FOR NEX T A X I A L
IF ( L I T E B . E O . O )
PBO»PB

zs=z

LITET=0

POSITION
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19
20
21

il= Z
IF ( H . M S . K D L t l S G ) ) GO TO 21
IF (3AR(ISG,1).GT.O.O) GO TO 20
IF (PTLM.LT.C) GO TO 20
INS = 1.0 + PTLf'./5.0
DO 19 K=1,INS
B A R (ISO,K)cRT
ISC=ISG+1
CONTINUE
END OF MAJOR LOOP

SET UP OF OUTPUT

FIELDS AND PRINTING

i “?:s
ISG=IS0-1
DO 22 1=2,8,2

• 11=1-1
22

23

24
25

26

27

10=1/2
HIST ( I 0 ) = H 1 S T ( 1 H K I S T ( I I )
H 1 S T ( 5 )= 0 ,0
DO 23 1=9,N
HIST(5)=HIST(5)+HIST(I)
K =1
DO 24 1=1,5
IF (HISTC 1 ) . G T . H I S T C K ) ) K=I
TOT=TOT+HIST(I)
DO 25 1=1,5
PER(1)=100,*HIST(I)/TOT
PE R C = 10 0 . 0 * Z E R 0 / T 0 T
WRITE (2,32) I R , R C , R T , L , LS,PC,D,BF,US,C,PA,P8 , PERC,ZB
WRITE (2,31)
DO 26 1=1,5
L A L 1=1*10
IAL2=LAL1-10
IF (I.EQ.5) L AL1 = PA
IC*HIST(I)*110.0/HIST(K)+1.0
WRITE (2,30) L A L 2 , L A L 1 , P E R ( I ) , (J O T (J >,J = 1 , I C )
CONTINUE
WRITE (2,33) ( K O L ( I ),!=!,ISO)
PTL M = 5*(N - l )
WRITE (2,34) P T L M , (8A R (J , N ),J = 1, I SO >
PTLM=PTLK-5.0
N =N -1
IF (N.GT.O) GO TO 27
WRITE (2,35)
GO TO 3

FORMATS

28 '

CONTINUE

29
30

FORMAT
FORMAT

(3I5,F5.0,6F10.0)
( 2 X,I2,4X,I2,1X,F5.1,3X,111I1)
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31

FORMAT- (///1X*0XYGEN -DISTRIBUTION (O/O) FOR* GIVEN P 0 2 (MM HG) RA
l.NGES*//* MlH<-3X*KAX*3X*0/0<-/) ;
32
FORMAT ( * 1 F R E 0 RUN NC» I A / / / 1X *0 I MEN SI ON S (,MICR ONS )* 5 X *C A P11 L AR Y* 5 X
1*TI SSUE*5X<-LENGTH*5X*STEPSTZE*//27X, F5. 2> 8Xj)F'6.2, 5X, I 5, 3X> I3///1X*
2PG2 CR.IT*5X*DIFFUSIV*5X*3LOuO- FLW* 6 X * V E L 0 C I T Y * 7 X * 0 X C0N*6X*P02 INI.
3T*5X*P02 FINAL *5X>ZEROS * 5 X * 3 R K PT*/3X*K>t HG*6X*MIC2/SE.C*5X*CC/CC S
AEC*7X.*MIC / SbC<‘6X*CC/CC SEC *6 X*.MM H3*5X<=Mi1 H G * U X * 0 / 0 » S X * M I C * / / 3 X , F5
5 .1 ,6 X , F 7 , 1 , 5 X > F A . 1 , 1 0 X , F 6 . 1 ; 5 X » E1 0 . 3 , 6 X , F 6 . 1 > 7 X > F 6 . 3 , 6 X , F 5 . 1 » 5 X > F 7
6 2
33
FORMAT (///A9X>*RADIAL ISC BARIC DISTANCES 1MIC R CN S )* / / /.IX * P D 2*45
. 1 X * A XI A L DISTANCE: (MICRONS)*/lX*MM HG*/6X»21I6)
34
FORMAT (/IX,F4.0,IX,21F6.1)
.
33
FORMAT (//22X*VALUE LISTED IN TABLE FOR A GIVEN LENGTH IS THE RADI
1US AT WHICH THE CORRESPONDING P 0 2 OCCURS.*)
END
'

.)

FaEG

9 . k .‘i

NO

1

DZ.V.£N5I3NS (MICRONS)

PC2 CD IT

HG

CAPILLARY

TISSUE

LENGTH

STEPSIZE

2.65

81.27

1000

25

DIFFUSIV
MIC2/SEC

BLCCO FLU
CC/CC SEC

VELOCITY
MIC/SEC

OX CON
CC/CC SEC

16G0«0

2.1

330.

.3402-04

P02 INIT
MM MG
55.0

P02 FINAL
MM HG

ZEROS
0/C

10.029

0.0

SRK FT
MIC
1000.00

OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION (0/0 FCP GIVEN P 0 2 (MM HG) RANGES
MIN

0
10

■23
30
40

MAX

0/0

10
20
30
AC
55

13.5
27.1
>5.3

1 OOC OOO OO000 0000 000 OC OCO OOOOOO00000 00 00ooooooocococoooo
1 0C0*)0C00000 0 0C00CGCCC00000000000C0 C00000000000000C00C0C00C000000000000CG0000000C000C000000C0C000CG0C0 0CCC0CC
.0

6

* «

15.0

10GC00030S.1000OCCGCCOOOOOOCCOCCOOCOOCOCOCOCC00GOOOOOCOCCOCOOOCOOGCCOCOOC0000000000000000000CCCGOOGCGCCOCOC
lOOCOOCCCCCOOOOOCGOGOCOOOGGCOOCOOOOOGOOOOOOOOCC.OOOCGOOOCCOOOOCOOCOOOOCOCOOCO
lOOOGOCOCOOOCGOOOOCOCOCOGOCCOOOCOOOOCOOOCOCOOOCOOOCCOOOCOCOOC

RADIAL IS03ARIC DISTANCES (MICRONS )

c •: 2

AXIAL DISTANCES (MICRONS)

m y. >.c

C

50

100

150

200

250

4.6 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

50.

32.6

45.

61.4

81.4

40.

31 .4

81.4

81.4

26.8

33.

31.4

61.4

81.4

61.4

61.4

61.4

SI.4 Gl. 4 61.4

51.4

51.4

91.4

51,4

61.4

31.4

81.4

33.
2,5.

300

350

400

450

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7

500

550

6C0

650

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.

9.9 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.

750

800

650

9:0

ICO?

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2*7
-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2*7

-2.7

7.0 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7

61.4- 29.3

10.1

3.9 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7

-2.7

61.4

61.4

81.4

82 .4 55.2

18.0

7.3

3.1

-2.

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

31.4

81.4

81.4

38.9

15.

6.4 . 2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

22. 8

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

20.

51.4

SI.4 31.4

15,.

61.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4. 61.4

81.4

81.4

81.4 31.

81.4

34.1

13.4

1C.

81.4

31.4

81.4

81.4

81 .4 61.4

81.4

61.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

51.4

31.

81.4

81.4

61. 4 81.4

3.

31.4

81.4

81.4

31.4

81.4

61.4

81.4

81.4

61.4

81.4

81.4

61.4

81.4

81.

61.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

61.4

51.4

81.4

31.4

31.4

81.4

81.4

31.4

81.4

81.4

81.4

81.4, 81.4

81.4

81.4 81.4

81.4

81.4

0.

9CO

-2.7 —2.

6.6 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7
31.4

7C0

31.4

-2.7

5.4 -2.7

-2.7
5.3

2.7

61.4

61.4

23.2

81.4

61.4 81.4

25.4
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VALUE LISTED IN TABLE FOR A GIVEN LENGTH IS THE RA!DIUS AT WHICH THE CORRESPONDING P 0 2 OCCURS.

01"ENSIGNS (MICPONS)

^C2 CP IT
XX HG

■TISSUE

2.65

65.92

STEPSIZE

, LENGTH
1000

25

X1C2/SEC

3LC0D FLW
CC/CC SEC

VELOCITY
MIC/SEC

OX CON
CC/CC SEC

1600.0

3.2

330.0

.520E-04

01FFU 5 IV

oxygen dist "mjticn

:
•IN

CAPILLARY

P02 INIT
MM HG

P02 FINAL
MM HG

ZEROS

9.861

0.0

55.0

0/0

3RK PT
MIC
1000.00

<o /g ) fop. given p o 2 (mm hg > ranges

MAX u/Q

0
10
20
30
40

10
20
30
40
55

12.9
27.2
25.1
19.7
15.1

lOOOOCCCGGOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOCCOCOGOOOOOOOOOGOOOCCCO,
ICCOOCOGCOGOCGOOGOCCOOOnGOOOCCOCCOOCOOOOOO.OCOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOCOOOOOCOO
lOOOOOCOOOOCOOO300CGOOOOOOOOOOOC00000OOOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOO
1000000000GOOGOO000OCOCOOOOOOCOOC000000 GOO0CO00000COO00GOOOCOOOOO000OCO000OCOCOO
100000000000000 0000GCCOOuOOOO000000000000000000000CO0000000000

RADIAL ISCBA&IC DISTANCES (MICRONS)
AXIAL DISTANCES (MICRON'S)

PL2
(XM HG
.

34.1

SO.
45.

0

50,

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

65.9

65.9

65.9 27.0

35.

65.9

65.9

65.9

20.

65.9

65.9

65.9 65.9 65.9 65,9

25.

66.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

z:.

65.9

65.9 65.9

65.9

65.9 65.9

65.9 65 .9 65.9

15.

65.9

65.9 65.9 65.9

65.9

65,9 '65.9 65.9 65,9

10.

65.9 65.9

5. ■65.9
0.

65.9

65.9 65.9

65.9

6.5 -2.7 -2.7 '-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7
65.9

22.7

65,9

65.9

550

600

650 ' 700

750

800

850

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

6.9 -2.7 -2.7
65.9

29.4

9.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7
3.8 -2.7 -2.7

1000

65.9

17.6

65.9 65.9

7.6

65.9

-2,7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

3.0 -2.7

65.9 40.0

65.9

14.6

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 ■-2.7
6.2 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

65.9 65.9 65.9

33.9

12.8

5.2 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9 65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9 65.9

65.9

65.9 65.9 65.9 65.9 65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9

65.9 65.9 65.9

65.9

-2.7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2,7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

65.9 65.9
63.9

950

-2.7 -2,7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

65.9 65.9 65.9 65.9 65.9 65.9 65,9

65.9

900

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7. -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

65.9

40.

9.8 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7

63*9

.

500

4.5 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

65.9 65.9

24.3

65.9 65.9 65.9

65,9 65.9 65.9

65.9

8.2 -2.7
65.9

31.2

65.9 65.9

65.9

VALUE LISTED IN TABLE FOR A GIVEN LENGTH IS THE RADIUS AT WHICH THE CORRESPONDING P 0 2 OCCURS.

rPL

RL:«t N O

3

DImCn SIQNS (MICRONS)

PC2 C.RIT
M KG
5 -v .

CAPILLARY

TISSUE

2.65

52»73

1000

25

SLCOO FLW
CC/CC SEC

VELOCITY
KIC/SEC

OX CON
CC/CC SEC

1600.0

5.0

230.0

.6706-04

(MM

P02 INIT
MM HG
55.0

P02 FINAL
MM HG

ZEROS

17.350

0.0

0/0

3RK PT
MIC
1000.00

HG) RANGES

C/u .

LO
20
20
43.

STEPSIZE

DIFFUS IV
KIC2/S5C

DISTRIBUTION (0/0) FOR GIVEN P 0 2
MAX

LENGTH

-

O.C 1

>G
33
40
55

23.1
sV.o
24•7
20.4

1C:COGOC-:-;-OOCOOOCOvOvO.COOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOCCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCCOCOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOO
ICCjOOCCOOCCOOOOOCOOCOOCOOOOGOOGCOOOOOOCOOOOOOCCOOOOGOOvOOOOOOOCOOCOCOOCuOL'COOOOOOCOOOGOOOOCOCOOOOOOOCCOCOOOCv
1000OOOOOjCOvCOOOOOCOOCOOOOOO0000030000000000O'OOOCOCCOOOOOOOOO0000OGCCOOOOCOOOOOOCOOOO
103COCGOOCCOCOOOOCCCCCCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOG00000000OOCOCOOCCOOOOOCOOCOOOOC

RADIAL ISCQARIC DISTANCES (MICRONS)

p32
MM HG

AXIAL DISTANCES (MICRONS)
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600-

650

700

750

500

650

900

950

1000

7.5 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

vC.

52.7

5.

52.7

52.7

25.6

5C.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

25.0

3r.

52.7

52.7

52.7 52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

11.7

23.

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

30.8

9.9

3,8 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

25.

52.7

5-2.7 52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7 52.7

52.7

52,7

52.7

52.7

52.7 3-5.8 12.0

4.9 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

5.4 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

-2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

6.6 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 —2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7
3.9 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7 -2.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7 .52.7 52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7 52.7

52.7 52.7

ID.

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7 52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7 52.7

52.7

52.7 52.7

52.7

5.

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7, 52.7

62.7 52.7 52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7 ’ 52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

2 ).

C,

52.7

52.7

52.7

17.9

52.7

7.4

-2.7

3.1 -2.7 -2.7
52.7 29.5

52.7 52.7

10.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7

52.7
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APPENDIX D

NOMENCLATURE

English Symbols:
Bessel parameter;.constant (% mm

A

constant

b

Bessel parameter; constant (% mm

B

constant

BE

blood flow (ml/lOOg tis-sec)

c

constant (%);.oxygen concentration (cc 0 ^ 1 cc tis)

C

Hg

—2

a

Hg

-1

)

)

>. : ‘ /

oxygen consumption rate (cc Og/cc tis-sec)

C. _

constant

L 3 Z,

d

Bessel parameter

D

2
diffusion coefficient (jj, /sec)

f

function

G

constant

h

3 2
mass transfer coefficient (p, /p, sec)

H

constant
_

- Bessel functions of the first kind

0,1,-1
J

mass flux (p, cc O^/cc tis-sec)

k

constant

K

constant

198

L

capillary length ( j j ,)

xn

function

M

constant

N

binding capacity of blood (cc Og/cc

P

Bessel parameter

P

oxygen tension (mm Hg)

P&

Peclet number

q

Bessel parameter

r

radius (p)

R

radius (p,)

s

Bessel parameter

S

solubility (cc O ^ / c c media-mm Hg)

t

time (sec)

T

total oxygen in blood (cc 0 ^ / i z c bid)

u

axial velocity (|jb/sec)

V

radial velocity (|j,/sec)

X

Bessel parameter

y

Bessel parameter

z

axial position (p,)

Greek Symbols:
Of

Bessel parameter

P

Bessel parameter

S

constant

X

Bessel parameter

\

-

v

Bessel parameter

tt

constant

p

density (gms/cc)

6

fractional saturation of blood (0-1.0)

Superscripts;
n

Hill’s constant

Subscripts;
a

aarteriolar

b

blood

c

capillary

P

plasma

r

radially

s

steady state

t

tissue

z

axially
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